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Where the letter 0/4.. (ta marbuta) is positioned at the end of a noun, no transliteration
code is applied. If it is positioned at the end of a noun that is followed by another noun

(mur;iaf ilayh ), the transliteration code applied is "t )) as for w_The exception is for word
zakat, where " t" is applied although it is positioned at the end of a noun.
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Introduction

This thesis is about fatawa, or advisory legal oplillons, of contemporary Aceh (19652000) issued by the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh 1 focusing on the fatawa banning deviant

sects in Aceh.

Fatwa 2 has been defined as a formal advice from an authority on a point of Islamic laws

or teachings. It is given in response to a question,3 although in the case of the fatawa of
the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh, there are some fatawa issued not upon any particular
requests, but simply in response to problems in the community. Fatwa is not binding,
even on the person requesting it. It is advisory in character. This advisory character
distinguishes fatwa from 'decisions' by an Islamic court which are binding on the
concerned parties

4

and are mostly concerned with resolving disputes and conflicts

between two or more parties in Islamic law.

Fatwa frequently --and most importantly-- functions as a method of formal assurance, 5 a

guide, and as a reference for ordinary Muslims. Therefore, fatwa covers all issues

1

Majelis Ulama, now Majelis Pennusyawaratan Ulama, Provinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh.
Fatwa is a singular form of/ataw a.
3
M. B. Hooker, Indonesian Islam: Social Change through Contemporary Fatawa (Crows Nest, N.S .W .:
Asian Studies Association of Australia in association with Allen & Unwin, 2003) , p . viii. This also
corresponds with the definition given by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh that fatwa is an explanation on the
issues on Isla1nic laws given as an answer upon a question. Kornisi Fatwa & Hukum Majelis Ulama
Daerah Isti1newa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh (Banda Aceh:
Percetakan Unsyiah, 2000), p. 11.
4
M . Atha Mudzhar, Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia: Sebuah Studi Tentang Pemikiran Hukum
Islam Di Indonesia, 1975-1988, Ed. dwibahasa. ed. , Seri Inis; 17. (Jakarta: Inis, 1993), p . 1.
5
Hooker, Indonesian Islam: Social Change through Contemporary Fatawa, p . viii.
2

including ritual ( 'ibadat), social practices (mu 'amalat), Islamic laws, Islamic theology
('aqzda), and politics.

The person who gives fatwa is called a mufti, or 'ulama ' in the Indonesian context, and
the process of asking and answering is called isti.fta '. A mu.ftz or an ·'ulama' must be a
Muslim6 and has to have an authoritative knowledge of Al-Qur 'an, Afzadith, 7 the
consensus of earlier jurists and their differences, have the ability of using qiyas
(analogical reasoning), and must be also capable of practicing his own ijtihad8 as
original legal scholarship. 9

In modem Indonesia, the formal practice of giving fatwa is usually carried out by
'ulama ' institutions or Islamic organizations. Nahdlatul IBama, the largest Islamic

organization in Indonesia, has been said to have been the first Islamic organization to
formally issue a fatH;a at their first congress in 1926. Following Nahdlatul IBama,
Muhammadiyah, another mass Islamic organization in Indonesia, which was established
earlier in 1912, set up the 'Majelis Tarjih' division in 1927 as the fatawa issuance body
for the organization. 10 The special 'ulama' institution functioning particularly as a fatwa
issuance body, which was later popularly called 'Majelis Ulama', occurred quite later
and initially locally. It has been said that the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh (1965), was the
6

Mudzhar, Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia: Sebuah Studi Tentang Pemikiran Hukum Islam Di
Indonesia, 1975-1988, p. 1.
7
Afziidi.th, is the plural form of fzadith, is the narrative reports of the Prophet Muhammad.
8
Ijtihiid means exerting oneself to form an opinion in a case by applying analogy to Al-Qur 'iin and the
Sunna. Mudzhar, Fatwa-Fatwa lvfajelis Ulama Indonesia: Sebuah Studi Tentang Pemikiran Hukum Islam
Di Indonesia, 1975-1988, p. 1. Sunna is the sayings and the traditions of the Prophet cmnpiled inAfziidi.th.
In a simpler way, ijtihiid is independent reasoning as an authentic scholarly endeavor.
9
Hooker, Indonesian Islam: Social Change through Contempora,y Fatawa, p . 1.
10
Mudzhar, Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia: Sebuah Studi Tentang Pemikiran Hukum Islam Di
Indonesia, 1975-1988, p. 3-4.
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first Maj elis Ulama as a fatwa issuance body had been established at the provincial level.
At the national level, a fatwa issuance body was founded later in 197 5 and was named
'the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council' (Majelis Ulama Indonesia, MUI).11 The MUI was
established by government to deal with Islamic or Muslim religious related matters,
particularly through the issuance of fatawa , that are not particularly handled by the
Department of Religious Affairs.

The practice of giving fatwa is also performed by individual 'ulama '. To mention some
of them, Ahmad Hassan, the head of Persatuan Islam (Persis) organization,12 Prof
Quraish Shihab, 13 a popular Islamic scholar and previously Rector of the State Institute
of Islamic Studies (IAIN) Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, and Teungku Dr. Muslim
Ibrahim, now the head of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh (MPU). 14

Because fan,va is not binding, the important question of 'authority' (ijaza) of institutions
or individuals who issue fata11Ja arises. It is not easy, however, to define 'authority' m
this matter, particularly because there is no fixed reference in recognizing an 'ulama '. In
fact, not all 'ulama ' are qualified to issue fatawa . The recognition of an 'ulama ' is
frequently decided by the people based on his knowledge of Islam and the application of
that knowledge in daily life. However, the recognition of an 'ulama ' capable of ijtihad
must be recognized by other capable 'ulama '.

11

Ibid., p. 46 -47.
See A. Hassan, Saal Dj awab Te ntang Berbagai Masalah Agama (Bandung: Diponegoro, 1972).
13
See Moh Quraish Shihab, Fatwa-Fatwa M Quraish Shihab : Seputar A l-Quran Dan H adis (Bandung:
Mizan, 1999). , also Moh Quraish Shihab, Fatwa-Fatwa M Quraish Shihab : Seputar Ib adah Mahdah,
Cet. 1. ed. (Bandung: Mizan, 1999).
14
See the special column: "Konsu ltasi Agama Is lam " (Consultation on the Islamic teachings) in Serambi
Indonesia (newspaper), Banda Aceh, also available from website http ://www.indomedia.com/serambi.
12

3

Some of fatwa issuance bodies in Indonesia that are established by popular and
recognized Islamic

organizations

obtain their authority

and recognition from

the

organizations and their members. The fatawa issued by the Majlis Tarjih are applicable
for the Muhammadiyah's members; while the fatawa issued by the Nahdlatul Ulama
would be recognized by the members of the Nahdlatul Ulama. Thus, the authority is
obtained from their organizations, the Muhammadiyyah and the Nahdlatul Ulama, and
very likely from most of the members of the organizations.

The Indonesian

'Ulama ' Council (MUI) was established by the government of

Indonesia, thus the MUI holds the authority from the government of Indonesia and also
from people (Muslims) who accept its appointment as the government's agent in
religious matters. The authority held by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh is also from the
government of Aceh and from the people who support the appointment.

Schacht mentions that the practice of giving fatawa is actually one fact that dismisses
the theory that said "the door of ijtihad was closed". The continuing exercise of fatawa
proves that the nature of Islamic law is dynamic.15 The dynamism of Islamic law in this
study on deviant sects' fata·wa is evident, particularly through the fact that the character
of fatwa

can

change.

The

extensive

involvement

of the

government

in

the

implementation of the fatawa on deviant sects has made fatwa enforceable; it is not now
always advisory in character. Fatwa, as shown in deviant sects ' fatawa, is now also a
government instrument. In addition, many of the fatawa on deviant sects were issued not
upon requests, but as the response of the Council, shows that fatwa can be issued
15

Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Ox.ford: At the Clarendon Press, 1964), p. 73 .

4

without a request.

Tiris study of fatawa in Aceh will see how the Islamic jurisprudence

through fatwa is exercised in Aceh. It will reflect the intellectualism and scholarship of
the 'ulama ' and of the people 16 of Aceh, and possibly will also mirror the political
situation of Islamic law in the province.

The fatawa provide material which is immediate and classical in form to explore how
Islam is actually understood in a time and place, in this context modem Aceh (19652000). The fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh are the basic data showing the
Islamic teachings of the most concern to practicing Islam by Muslims in Aceh. Tiris
study will also show what is the relation between the Sharf 'a and the concrete world of
~C!'. ·
human a.uaus
.17

Islam has been always important in Aceh, the province that is situated in the most
northern tip of Sumatera Island. It appears that Islam is not only a religion for the
Acehnese, but also part of their identity. Being an Acehnese cannot be separated from
being a Muslim. Islam is, therefore, their way of life. For this great devotion to Islam,
Aceh has been also known with 'Serambi Mekkah ' or the 'Veranda of Mecca'. Also,
many Acehnese are proud to claim that Aceh is the "religious" province of Indonesia.18
The implication of being a "religious" province is that Islam in Aceh is "pure" . It

16

Hooker, Indonesian Islam : Social Change through Contemporary Fatawa, p. 1.
Muhammad Khalid M asud, Brinkley M essick, and D avid S. Powers, Islamic Legal Interpretation:
Afuftis and Their Fatwas (United States of America: Harvard College, 1996), p . 1.
18
The claim that Aceh is a "religious" province has been made by many A cehnese and noticeably also by
many Acehnese scholars. See many books on Islam by A . Hasjmy. In particular, see M . Has bi Amiruddin,
Ulama Dayah : Pengawal Agama Masyarakat Aceh (Lhok seumawe Aceh : Nadiya Foundation, 2003), p .
1.
17

5

appears to be free from any non-Islamic (Hindu) influences like that of Islam in Java. 19
This study will show that Islam in Aceh is diverse. It is not totally "pure", despite the
strong Islamic reform there. 'Local Islam', through many of deviant sects, is no
exception in Aceh.

The focus on the deviant sects fatawa was chosen because of the large number of the
fatawa on the issue. The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh has issued fourteen fatawa out of 104
fatawa (13. 5 %) on fourteen deviant groups, and twelve of these fourteen fatawa were

issued to ban the groups . Surprisingly, ten of the fourteen groups are actually of Aceh
origin. The percentage of the fatawa on deviant sects by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh is
much higher than elsewhere in Indonesia. This reflects that purity of doctrine is a real
concern in the province.

The absence of studies on the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh has made this
study even more important. 20 Many studies on Islam and its 'ulama ' in Aceh are mostly
from historical perspective. This study will show the returning of the central role of the
'ulama ' of Aceh in modem time of Aceh (1965-2000) both as religious and political

figures.

19

Drs . Nasruddin Sulaiman, Drs. Rusdi Sufi, and Tuanku Abdul Jalil, Aceh : Manusia, Masyarakat, Adat
Dan Budaya (Banda Aceh: Pusat Dokumentasi dan Informasi Aceh, 1992), p. 13 .
20
Only one study (1992) on the fatiiwii of the 'Ulamii' Council of Aceh Province has been found . It was
done by a post graduate student of the State of Islamic Studies Institute of ar-Raniry Darussalam Banda
Aceh, Maimun, for his Master thesis, discussing about 'Maslahat ' (Arabic: m~lafza) as one of Islamic
legal jurisprudential principle used by the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh Province in issuing at fat aw a during
years 1974-1989. This study gives some background about the legal methodology (u~ulfiqh) that is used
by the 'Ulamii' Council of Aceh.

6

This is a library-based study that greatly relies on the available archive of the fatawa by
the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh Province. The primary source of the fatawa is the
collection of the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh compiled in a book "Kumpulan
Fatwa-fatwa Majelis Ulama Daerah Jstimewa Aceh" (2000) by the Fatwa Commission
of the Council, and also some scattered fatawa texts accessible in the Council's library.
Many necessary data such as the papers (makalah-makalah) of the ulama ' members of
1

the Fatwa Commission, which are actually the main source of the Islamic jurisprudential
exercise on the fatawa, are not available due to some natural disasters which happened
years ago, destroying valuable information in the archive. The poor archive has also
caused the absence of a complete collection of the fatawa issued by Ulama ' Council of
1

Aceh Province from 1965 up to now. In fact, by 1987, the Council has issued about 112
fatawa .21 This number is expected to increase as the Council has issued more fatawa
since then. However, only 104 fatawa have been located, including the recent ones
(1999).

This thesis is structured into three chapters. The first chapter will look at the Ulama '
I

Council of Aceh. The historical perspective of the Council is important to give some
background about the

1

Ulama ' Council of Aceh as an institution, particularly its

structural changes from its establishment in 1965 up to the present time. This chapter
will also explain the methodology and resources applied in the fatwa issuance. The
general overview of all the fatawa of the Council will also be assessed in this chapter to
give some description on the issues of practicing Islam that concern many Muslims in

21

The claim was made by A. Hasjmy, the then head of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh, cited in "Ajaran
BantaqiyahAliran Sesat," Wasp ada, 19 June 1987.

7

Aceh. To conclude this chapter is a discussion on the educational background of many
of the prominent 'ulama ' members of the Council.

'

The second chapter will discuss the teachings and beliefs of the deviant groups. The
discussion on the teachings of the groups is structured by common themes of the
teachings. These common teachings include the teachings . of the ma 'rifa and the
wujudiyya, that Al-Qur 'an is created, on the Sharta, and on the Prophet. In the

assessment on the teachings of the ma 'rifa and the wujudiyya, the teachings of Hamzah
Fansuri are also discussed to see whether there is or there is not any influences of the
teachings of Hamzah F ansuri in their teachings. This is because the teachings of the
groups, in a way, also represent a form of Sufism. Because Sufism is a dominant
common issue from the teachings of the groups, a brief overview on Sufism in Aceh is
therefore included in Chapter Two, and is structured before the discussion on the
teachings and beliefs of the groups.

The final chapter examines the structural common features of the fatawa on banning the
deviant groups. This chapter aims to give some background on the methodology in the
issuance of fatawa by the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh. These features distinguish the
deviant se~ts' fatawa from other fatawa by the Council. The structural features consist
of the m1ssmg teachings of some the groups, the unclear references and the use of
ma~lafla mursala (public benefit) as the jurisprudential base, the involvement of

government and government agencies in the implementation of fatawa, and lastly, the
supposed similarity of some teachings of the groups to the teachings of" communism".

8

Chapter One
The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh: Structure and Methodology

In Acehnese society, 'Islamic scholars ' are most commonly referred to as 'ulama '. Other

terms, such as mufti (fatwa giver), qcu)i Gudge) and faqfh (Islamic jurist), are less
common, although the terms mufti and qa(jf were popular in Aceh during the Islamic
sultananes; especially the periods of Darussalam Kingdom (1511M-1874M). 1 The range
of Islamic scholars referred to as 'ulama ' (Acehnese also use the term teungku 2) is
diverse; Fatwa givers, judges, juqahii ' (Islamic jurists) and even da 'flmuballighs
(preachers) are all called 'ulamii '. 3

The role of 'ulama ' in Aceh has not been limited to the religious sphere. In the past,
'ulamii ' were also political figures. 4 Their standing in the community often rivalled that

of traditional authorities,5 to whom they sometimes acted as consultants. At each
administrative level, an

'ulamii ' shared power

with the

officer of the formal

administration. For instance, in the meunasah 6 or gampong unit - the smallest political
1

A. Hasjn1y, ed., Lima Pu luh Tahun Aceh Mem bangun (Banda Aceh : Percetakan Bali Medan for Majelis
illama Daerah Isti1newa Aceh, 199 5), p. 26-27.
2
Baihaqi A.K. , Ulama Dan Madras ah in Aceh, Seri Monografi : Agama Dan Perubahan Sosial) Jakarta,
Lembaga Ekonomi Dan Kemasyarakatan Nasional (Jakarta: LEKNAS LIPI & Departemen Agama Rl ,
1976), p. 26.
3
'Ulama' is a plural form of 'iilim . 'Ulamii' is used poth for singular and plural.
4
C. Snouck Hurgronje, The Achehnese, trans. A.W.S. O'Sullivan (Leiden : E.J. Brill, 1906), p . 151. , cited
in James T Siegel, The Rop e of God (Berkeley and Los Angeles : University of Califonlia Press, 1969), p .
49.
5
Hurgronje, The Achehnese, p. 151. , cited in Siegel, The Rope of God, p. 49 .
6
lvfeunasah is a building that functions as the centre of Islamic activities . Every gampong (village) has at
least one meunasah. The Indonesian term for meunasah is langgar (small mos que) . lvfeunasah in tllis
context means the smallest group of p eople in the Acehnese social structure where a sm all mosque
(;neunasah) is present (Indonesian : kampung or dusun). See Ismuha, UlamaAceh Dalam Pe rspektip
Sejarah, ed. Taufik Abdullah, Seri Monografi : Agama Dan Perubahan Social (Jakarta : Lembaga
Ekonomi dan Ke1nasyarakatan N asional, LIPI, 1976), p. 4.

unit in Aceh - a tengku (imam) meunasah shared power with the meunasah 's keuchiek;7
in the mukim 8 unit, the imam mukim shared power with the mukim 's keuchiek. 'Ulama '
played a similar role in other political units in Aceh such as nanggroe (subdistrict) and

Sagi (district).

Various scholars have highlighted the prominence of 'ulama ' as

characteristic of Islam in Aceh. 9

This political role did diminish when Aceh joined the Indonesian Republic. 'Ulama '
continue to occupy an integral position in society, particularly as arbiters of Islamic
knowledge and activities.

In contemporary times,

their role in Aceh has been

institutionalised through an organization called the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh.

I. The ' Ulama ' Council of Aceh: its formation and organizational structure

The Acehnese 'Ulama ' Consultative Council (Majlis Permusyawaratan IBama Aceh)
was established in response to communism. In addition, the Council addressed the
absence during the early 1960s of an 'ulama ' organization in Aceh, after the existing All
Acehnese 'Ulama ' Association (Persatuan IBama Seluruh Aceh, POESA or PDSA) had
·
· 10
b ecome 1nact1ve.

7

Ibid., p. 11-12.
Mukim is a group of several meunasahs in Acehnese society where a mosque is present.
9
Many studies about the history of Aceh and its 'ulama" s roles have been completed, including 'De
Atjehers ' by Dr. Snouck C. Hurgronje, Siegel, The Rope of God., Alfian, 11 The Ulama in Acehnese
Society,'1 Southeast Asian Journal of Social Science 3, no. No. l (1975)., Ali Hasjmy, Ulama Aceh
Mujahid Pejuang Kemerdekaan Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangsa (Banda Aceh: PT Bulan Bintang,
1997).,Yusny Saby, 11 Islam and Social Change: The Role of the 1Ulama 1 in Acehnese Society 11 (Doctor of
Philosophy, the Temple University, 1995)., Luthfi Auni, 11 The Decline of the Islamic Empire of Aceh
(1641-1699)11 (Thesis for Master of Arts, McGill University, 1993)., and many others.
1
Komisi Fatwa & Hukum Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis
Ulama Dae rah lstimewa Aceh (Banda Aceh: Percetakan Unsyiah, 2000) , p . 2.
8

°

10

Not long after the attempted communist coup of 30 September 1965, fifty-seven
'ulama '11 from throughout Aceh gathered on 17 - 18 December 1965. Their meeting

discussed -from an Islamic legal point of view - the issue of communism, particularly
the Indonesian Communist Party (Partai Komunis Indonesia, PKI), whose members had
led the coup. The meeting was held in response to a request from Aceh's Iskandar Muda
Regional Military Commander (Pepelrada) - at that time Brigadier General Ishak Juarsa
- for a fatwa expressing the Acehnese 'ulama "s view on communists in Aceh. 12 Ishak
Juarsa had in fact requested an individual fatwa from three Acehnese 'ulama ': Teungku
Haji Abdullah Ujung Rimba (the then head of the Islamic High Court of Aceh Province),
Teungku Haji Hasan (the then head of Religious Affairs Office, KUA), and Drs. Haji
Ismail Muhammad Syah (then Rector of State Institute of Islamic Studies Ar-Raniry,
IAIN). 13 However, because communism posed a complex issue, the 'ulama ' decided that
a meeting to reach a 'collective ijtihad' (ijtihad Jama 'z) was a more appropriate
response.

The fat:wa that this forum produced became the justification for the elimination of the
Indonesian Communist Party in Aceh. 14 The fatvva

stated that

communism is

contradictory to Islamic beliefs; therefore it is forbidden (f:iaram) for Muslims to follow
11

Is1nuha, Ulama Aceh Dalam Perspektip Sejarah , p. 82. Prof A . Hasjmy mentioned that the number of
the 'ulamii ' attended the meeting was fifty-six. See Hasjmy, Ulama Aceh Mujahid Pejuang Kemerdekaan
Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Barzgsa, p. 152.
12
Muslim Ibrahiin, "Majelis Ulama Aceh Dan Peranannya Dalam Pengembangan Hukum Islam" (paper
presented at the Seminar Antarabangsa Pengajian Islam di Asia Tenggara, University of Brunei
darussala1n, 20-23 November 199 5), p . 7 .
13
Hasjmy, ed., LimaPuluh TahunAcehMem bangun , p. 305 ., see also Hasjmy, UlamaAcehMu jahid
Pejuang Kemerdekaan Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangsa, p. 147-153 .
14
Ali Hasjmy, Semangat Merdeka: 70 Tahun Menempuh Jalan Pergolakan & Perjuangan Kemerdekaan
(Jakarta: Bulan Bintang, 1985), p. 706.

11

its teachings . Unwilling followers of communist teachings were to be considered 'lost'
(tersesat), whereas its wilful and voluntary followers were deemed unbelievers (kafirs ),

and were to be denied Islamic rituals upon death. Furthermore, the fatwa stated that the
architects of the 30 September Movement 15 were 'unbeliever enemies' (kafir f,,arbiyy s)
who deserved to be killed. The Acehnese 'ulama ' also included their concerns over
'Nekolim '

(Neo-colonialism,

Colonialism,

and

Imperialism)

in

this fatwa.

They

classified those who in the name of God fought 'Nekolim' and the 3 0 September
Movement as 'Martyrs in God' s way' (Mujahidfi sabzlillah) . 16

Shortly after the Acehnese 'ulama ' issued this fatwa, the Indonesian Communist Party in
Aceh was dissolved on 17 December 1965 in the field of the Great Mosque of
Baiturrahman. 17 The Majlis Permusyawaratan Ulama Aceh was the first regional
'ulama ' council to issue a fatwa in response to communism and the 3 0 September

Movement;18 it may have been the only Islamic organization that responded by issuing a
fantJJa .

Besides issuing the fatwa , the forum also determined that the function of 'ulama ' in
Aceh was to maintain the Muslim brotherhood (ukhuwwa islamiyya) . The forum also
agreed to appoint Teungku Haji Abdullah Ujong Rimba as the chairperson of the M ajlis
15

Gerakan 30 Septe1n ber -the name subsequently popularised to denote this attempted coup.
Kornisi Fatwa & Hukum Majelis Ulam a Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-FatwaM ajelis
Ulama Daerah Istim ewaAceh, p. 2-3.
17
Hasjmy, ed., Lima Pu luh Tahun Aceh Membangun , p . 313.
18
M . Atho Mudzhar, Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis Ulama Indonesia: Sebuah Studi Ten tang Pemildran Hukum
Islam Di Indonesia, 1975-1988, Ed. dwibahasa. ed., Seri Inis ; 17. (Jakarta: Inis , 1993), p. 47 .
16
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Permusyawaratan IBama Aceh, to be assisted by two vice-chairpersons, one secretary
and one representative (lwmisaris) at every district level.

The forum also initiated the Ifta (Fatwa) Commission, which was subsequently
established on 5 January 1966 and focused on the issuance of fatawa. As chairperson of
the

Council,

Commission.

Teungku

Haji

Abdullah

Ujong

Rimba

consequently

headed

the

The Commission had seven members (excluding its chairperson) :

Teungku Haji Hasan, Drs. Haji Ismuha, Drs. Haji Usman Y ahya Tiba L.T., Teungku
Zamzami Yahya T. Tuan, Teungku Abd Djalil Takengon, Teungku M. Idris Bireuen,
and Teungku M. Daud Zamzamy Aceh Besar. 19

From its inception, the Majhs Permusyawaratan IBama Aceh - as the government's
agency for religious matters - held formal authority from the government of Aceh. The
formation of the Majlis Permusyawaratan IBama Aceh was officially recognized and
legally supported by the Regional Military Commander (Pepelrada) initially, 20 and later
by the Governor of Aceh, Teungku Nyak Adam Kamil, as well as by the Gotong
Royong Representative Assembly of Aceh (Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Gotong Royong,

DPRGR).21

In its meeting on 21 - 26 November 1967, the Council agreed upon key changes to its
name, function, and organizational structure. The meeting changed the Council's name
19

Kom.isi Fatwa & Hukum Maj el.is Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa lvlajelis
Ulama Dae rah lstimewa Aceh, p. 1-4.
20
Through the issuance of a regulation by the Papelrada on 10 February 1966 .
21
Through the issuance of ' Regional Page' (Lembaran Daerah) no 1/1966 on 12 April 1966.
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from

'Majlis

Permusyawatan Ulama Aceh'

(the Acehnese

'Ulama ' Consultative

Council) to 'Madjlis Ulama' ( 'Ulama ' Council). This Council, the meeting established,
was to act as the regional government's advisor and consultant in religious affairs, as
well as the government's agency to issue fatwa regarding religious matters. This meeting
also agreed to form an 'ulama ' Council in every district and sub-district within Aceh
Province; previously, the Council had only one representative (Komisaris) in each
district. Another key change agreed upon during this meeting was the formation of
several other commissions apart from the Ifta (later Fatwa) Commission. These were the
Research and Planning (Penelitian and Perentjanaan) Commission; Education, Teaching,
and Culture (Pendidikan, Pengadjaran, clan Kebudayaan) Commission; Propagation and
Publication (Dakwah clan Penerbitan) Commission; and Religious Endowment (Harta
· · 22
Agama) Comm1ss1on.

The Islamic Law/Fatwa Commission has always been the dominant Commission in the
Council, as its responsibility is greater than that of other commissions. The Islamic
Law/Fatwa Commission has always had a large number of members relative to the other
commissions, which typically have only two or three members, who in tum are not
necessarily 'ulama ' capable of performing ijtihad. In 1967, the Islamic Law/Fatwa
Commission comprised twenty-three 'ulama ', including the heads of districts 'Ulama '
Councils. By 1993 , the membership of this Commission had increased to thirty-one

22

Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, "Kumpulan Pedoman Dasar Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa
Aceh," (Banda Aceh: 197 9).
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'ulama '. 23 1bis does not mean that the other comnuss1ons were less active. They
conducted many religious activities : from organizmg seminars, workshops, cultural
events and givmg sermons in mosques to translating and publishing important Islamic
books .24

Following the Council's 1967 annual meeting, there were no further core changes to its
organisational structure until the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council (Majelis Ulama Indonesia)
was formed on 26 July 1975 . The Madjelis Ulama Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh
joined this national

'Ula,na ' Council, and subsequently functioned as its regional

branch. As a result, in July 1982, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh changed its name to
'Majelis Ulama Indonesia Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh' and altered its structure m
accordance with that of the Majelis Ulama Indonesia. The so-called A Commission
(Islamic Law/Fatwa) was renamed the B Commission and the head of the Acehnese
Council, Teungku Haji Abdullah Ujong Rimba, could no longer chair both the Council
and B Commission. Drs. Haji Ismuha was thus appointed head of B Commission, and
held this post until 1993 . 25

The division of commissions was also changed to mirror those of the Majelis Ulama
Indonesia. As a result, the 'Majelis Ulama Indonesia Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh'
has eight commissions: the Research and Development (Penelitian dan Pengembangan)
23

Komisi Fatv,ra & Hukurn Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis
Ulama Dae rah Is timewa Aceh, p. 1-12., see also Maj elis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, "Kumpulan
Pedoman Dasar Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimei;va Aceh."
24
Hasjmy, ed., Lima Puluh Tahun Aceh Membangun , p. 313 -324 .
25
Haji Ismuha was then replaced by Dr. Teungku H. Muslim Ibrahim. Ibrahim served the Commission
until 1995. Komisi Fatwa & Hukum Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa
Majelis Ulama Daerah Jstimewa Aceh, p. 10.
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Commission; the Fatwa and Islamic Law (Fatwa dan Hukum) Commission; the Islamic
Brotherhood,

Education,

and

Propagation

(Ukhuwwah

Islamiyah,

Pendidikan

dan

Dakwah) Commission; the Maintaining the Harmony Harmonious among the Religious
Community and Cooperation between 'Ulama ' and the Authorities (Kerukunan antar
Umat Beragama dan Kerjasama antara Ulama Umara) Commission; the Development
(Pembangunan)

Commission;

the

Women's

Empowerment

(Peranan

Wanita)

Commission; the Youth Empowerment (Pembinaan Generasi Muda) Commission; and
the Religious Endowment (Harta Agama) Commission.

Regulation No 44/1999 concerning Aceh as a Special Territory (Daerah Istimewa)
provides Aceh' s 'ulama ' with the opportunity to transform the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh
from

a Government agency to

an independent

'ulama ' Council. Thus, through

Regulation No 3/2000 of the government of Aceh, the Acehnese 'Ulama ' Council's
name, function, and structure were once again changed. The Council' s name is now
'Majelis Permusyawatan Ulama Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh' . As an independent
institution, the 'Majelis Permusyawatan Ulama Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh' no
longer functions as the government agency, but acts as an equal counterpart to the
Government of Aceh and to the Regional Representative Assembly of Aceh (Dewan
Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah, DPRD). In line with its new independent character, the
'Majelis Permusyawatan Ulama Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh' is no longer a branch
of the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council, nor it is responsible to the Indonesian 'Ulama '
COunCl·1 .26

26

JK Farza, Musyawarah Ulama Bubarkan MUI Aceh (27 June) (Tempo Interaktif, 2001 [cited 15
September 2003 ]\ available from www.tempointeraktif.c01n.
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1bis new regulation states that the 'Majelis Permusyawatan IBama Propinsi Daerah
Istimewa Aceh' is responsible for the achievement of a "transparent, clean and Islamic
governance of Aceh" (pemerintahan yang jujur, bersih, berwibawa, dan Jslami) .27 The
position of 'Majelis Permusyawatan Ulama Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh' relative to
the Government of Aceh --of equal standing-is similar to the position · of the Supreme
Advisory

Council (Dewan Pertimbangan Agung) relative to the Government of

Indonesia.

1bis

new

regulation

Permusyawatan

IBama

again

entailed

Propinsi

changes

Daerah

to

Istimewa

the

structure

Aceh' ,

in

of the

'Maj elis

particular

to

its

commissions. The new commissions are as follows: the Fatwa on the Islamic Laws
(Fatwa Hukum Syariat Islam) Commission; the Research and Development (Penelitian
dan

Pengembangan)

Commission;

the

Islamic

Brotherhood,

Propagation,

and

Publication (Ukhuwah, Dakwah dan Publikasi) Commission; the Pendidikan dan
Pengaj aran (Education and Training) Commission; the People's Economy (Ekonomi
Ummat)

Commission;

the

Women

and

Family

Empowerment

(Pemberdayaan

Perempuan dan Keluarga) Commission; the Youth (Pengembangan Generasi Muda)
Commission; and the People's Harmony and Politics (Kerukunan Ummat dan Kajian
Politik) Commission. However, the main function of the Council, which is to issue
fatcrvva, and to give advice on the Government's policies, has not changed. In addition,
27

Peraturan Daerah Prop insi Dae rah lstimewa Aceh Nomo r 3 Tahun 2000 Tentang Pembentukan
Organisasi Dan Tata Ke17aMajelis Pe mntsyawaratan Ulama (lvJPU) Propinsi Daerah lstimewaAceh,
article 6.
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the 'Majelis Permusyawatan Ulama Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh' main source of
financial support is still the Government of Aceh's Financial Plan.

In light of the many changes listed above, this thesis consistently refers to the Council as
the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh, or more concisely, the Council.

II. The methodology and procedures offan,va issuance

The composition of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh as an amalgam of individual 'ulama '
who come from various organizational backgrounds is reflected in the Council's
implementation of Islamic rulings and issuance of fatawa. Interestingly, the Islamic
jurisprudential theories (u0ul al-.fiqh) that the Council has employed as proofs in issuing
fatawii do not originate from one specific school, but rather are taken from the four

SunnI schools (Shafi 'Ite, Banafite, Malikite, and Banbalite). This accommodation of
many jurisprudential theories from different schools is clearly intended to manage the
differences among the 'ulama' members of the Council. To some extent, this reflects the
character of the Council's 'ulama' in implementing the Islamic rulings, even though it is
unknown how in practice the differences among them are settled.

As a SunnI-oriented 'ulama ' organization, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh first applies the
four agreed Sunm Islamic jurisprudential sources, which are in sequence Al-Qur 'an,
Afzadith, ijmii' (consensus), and qiyas (analogy). In addition to these four sources, the
'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh also recognizes all of the government's regulations as one

18

source in issuing fatawa, provided that these regulations do not contradict the four main
sources of Islamic law.28

Al-Qur 'an and Af,,adith are the two primary sources of Islamic Law; consequently the
'Ulama ' Council of Aceh refers to these sources most often. More than half of the total

number of fatawa the council has issued refer to Al-Qur 'an and Af,,adith. Their
prevalence results from the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh's practice of not only using AlQur 'an and Af,,adith as the primary references for their fatawa, but also in many cases as

a proof to rationalize and justify other Islamic rulings that the Council reaches by using
other Islamic jurisprudential theories. References to Al-Qur 'an and Al:zadith in the text of
the fatawa are rarely accompanied by any explanation or interpretation of the passages,
and in many cases, the references to these two primary sources are not even followed by
the specific verses or passages of Al-Qur 'an and Al:zadith. This most often occurs when
fatawa are discussed collectively in the Fatwa Commission working session before

being subsequently issued.

It is not known how the 'ulama ' in the Council resolve the controversies among
themselves in using and interpreting the texts, particularly in determining the valid
Al:zadith. It appears that the Council often accommodates each party - of which there are

usually only two - to a controversy, such as in the fatawa about reciting Bismillah and
Qunut in praying, by stating in its fatawa that both opinions are valid, or by seeking a

middle way to bridge the differences.

28

Komisi Fatwa & Hukum Maj el.is Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa Jvfqjelis
Ulama Dae rah lstimewa A ceh, p. 13-14.
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The third source that the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh refers to when issuing a fa·twa is

ijma '. 29 Jjma ' means ' consensus ' and it is defined as the unanimous agreement of the of
'ulama ' or mujtahidiin 30 of the Muslim Community of any period following the death of
the

Prophet

Muhammad

on

any

matter. 31

It

is

not

clear

which

particular

'ulama '/mujtahidiin the Council accepts the ijma ' of as a proof, because ijma ' requires
an absolute and universal consensus. The exception is the consensus of the Companions
of the Prophet. It is certain that the Council follows the view of the Su.nm jurists and
accepts this as a proof in exerting Islamic laws.32 The strict requirements of ijma ' make
it very difficult to demonstrate.33 Of 104 fatawa issued by the Council, only two concerning Friday Prayer and Koperasi3 4 - mention ijma ' as a proof Neither these two

fatawa refer to a specific period of the 'ulama ' or mujtahidiin. Prof Dr. Alyasa
Abubakar, an 'ulama ' prominent in the Council, believes that ijma ' has failed to
accommodate the contemporary issues relevant to modem Aceh. One example is an

ijma 'of 'ulama ' that concludes that bank interest is unlawful (J:,aram ). In his view, this
ijma ' is irrelevant and needs to be replaced by a new ijma '.35

Besides Al-Qur 'an and AJ:zadith, the method most frequently cited by the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh is qiyas. Qiyas is employed for contemporary issues to which there is
no reference in the three previous sources of proof The use of ijtihad is integral to the

29

For a comprehensive discussion of ij"mii 'see Mohammad Hashim Ka1nali, Principles of Is lamic
Jurisprudence , Revised ed. (Cambridge, UK : The Islamic Texts Society, 199 1), p . 168-1 96 .
30
Mujtahidiin are those wh o are able to perform ijtihiid.
31
Kamali, Princip les of Is lamic Jurisp rudence , p. 169.
32
Ibid.
33
Ibid. , p. 168.
34
Kop erasi is a trading agency established by the government to assist farmers.
35
"Ij1nak Ulain a Tentang Bunga Bank Dinilai Tak Relevan Lagi," Se rambi Indonesia, 18 October 1991.
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application of qiyas; for this reason, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh has paid great
attention to both ijtihad and qiyas.

Qiyas, 36 or 'analogy', literally means measuring or ascertaining the length, weight, or

quality of something. Technically, it is defined as the extension of a Shari'a value from
an original case to a new case, because the latter has the same effective cause as the
former. A recourse to qiyas can only be made if the solution of a new case cannot be
found in Al-Qur 'an, Afzadith, or ijma '. Therefore, qiyas is the proof most often referred
to besides Al-Qur'an and Afzadith. 37 Interestingly, when employing qiyas, the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh considers other 'detailed jurisprudential theories' (adillat al- fzukm altafa zliyya)

that

are

consistent

with this

proof.

These include:

istifzsan

Guristic

preference); ma$lafza mursala (public interest); isti$fzab (presumption of continuity);
qawl or fatwa al-$afzabf (the sayings or ruling opinions of the companions of the

Prophet); 'amal ahl al-madina (the practice of the people of Madinah); 'urj (custom);
and sadd al-dhara- 'i (blocking means to evil). The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh appears to
view these detailed jurisprudential theories (adillat al- fzukm al-ta]$fliyya) as subtheories of qiyas, or in other words, they view these theories as a means to reaching
Islamic rulings that culminate in qiyas. 38

36

On qiyas see Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence , p. 197-228., or Wael B. Hallaq, A History of
Islamic Legal Theories : An Introduction to Sunni Usul Al-Fiqh (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1997), p . 83-107 .
37
Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence , p. 197-198.
38
11
Ibrahim, Majelis Ulama Aceh Dan Peranannya Dalam Pengembangan Huk:um Islam\ p . 11.
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Istibsan ,39 or 'juristic preference', is a method of exercising personal opinion to avoid

any rigidity or unfairness that may result from a literal enforcement of the existing law.

It involves setting aside an established analogy in favour of an alternative ruling which
better serves the ideals of justice and public interest. For example, the second caliph,
'Umar ibn Khattab did not enforce the penalty of amputation of the hand for theft during
a widespread famine. Imam Abu Bamfa is regarded to have been the first to exercise
istibsiin, even though he did not use this term. Imam Malik and Imam Banbal1 also

accepted istibsiin as a proof in Islamic legal theory; in contrast, Imam al-Shafi '1 openly
.
d.1t. 40
reJecte

Ma(flaba mursala (isti(fliib ),

41

or 'consideration of public Interest' is similar to istif,san.

Ma(flaba considers what is proper and in harmony with the objectives of the Lawgiver

(God); it secures a benefit and prevents harm; and is used for matters that the Sharta
does not cover. For example, the Companions decided to issue currency, establish
prisons and impose tax (kharaj) on agricultural lands in the conquered territories despite
the fact that no textual reference could be found in favour of these policies. 42 Unlike
istibsiin, isti!fliib is accepted as a proof of Sharf'a by the majority of 'ulamii ', including

Imam al-Shafi '1, except in reference to devotional matters ( 'ibiidiit) and the specific
injunctions of the Sharf 'a, such as the prescribed penalties (budud) and penances
(kaffarat), and the fixed entitlements in inheritance (Iara 'ir;l). This is because the precise

39

Concerning istil:zsan see Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence , p. 245-266. , or Hallaq, A History
ofIslamic Legal Theories: An Introduction to Sunni UsulAl-Fiqh, p. 107-113.
4
Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence , p. 246-247.
41
For a cornprehensive discussion ofma$lal:za mursala/isti$liil:z see Ibid. , p. 267-281.
42
Ibid. , p. 267.

°
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values and causes of 'ibadat and the specific injunctions cannot be ascertained by human
intellect. 43

Isti$bab ,44 or 'presumption of continuity', denotes a rational proof that may be employed

in the absence of contrary indications. Specifically, it refers to facts or rules of law and
reason, whose existence or non-existence has been proved in the past. Their proofs are
presumed to remain valid for lack of evidence to support any change. Isti$bab is
accepted by the Shafi 'I school, the I:Ianbalis, the Zahiris, and the Sm' a Imamiyya.
However, the I:Ianafis, the Malikis and the Mutakallimun (theologians) do not consider it
to be a proof in its own right. One example of isti$bab is the presumption that a missing
person is alive, until there is proof of his or her death. Many 'ulama ' regard isti$bab as a
grounds for fatwa only if no other proof is available. 45

'Urf

46

or ' custom' is defined as employing recurring beneficial practices that are

acceptable to people of sound nature as a valid basis for legal decisions . Custom that
does not contradict the principles of Shan 'a is valid and authoritative, and must be
upheld by a court of law. The 'ulama ' have generally accepted 'urj as a valid criterion
for interpreting Al-Qur 'an; for example, to determine the precise amount of maintenance
that a husband must provide for his wife (Al-Talaq, 65 :7).

43

Ibid., p. 268.
For a comprehensive discussion of istiJl:zab see Ibid., p. 297-309 ., or Hallaq, A History ofIslamic Legal
Theories : An Introduction to Sunni Usul Al-Fiqh, p. 113-11 5.
45
Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence , p. 297-298 .
46
Concerning 'urf see Ibid., p. 283 -296 .

44
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The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh also employs ' amal ah/ al-Madina, which is another
theory related to custom. 'Amal ah/ al-Madina is the customary practice of the people of
Madinah, employing ijma ' as a source of law in the absence of an explicit ruling in A lQur 'an and Afuidzth. 47 According to the Maliki 'ulama ', the consensus of Madinah' s

people commands high authority, as Madinah was the centre of Islamic teaching, the
'Abode of Hijrah' (Dar al-Hijra) and the place where most of the Companions resided.
Most 'ulama ' have held that the Madinise ijma ' is not a proof in its own right, however,
Imam Malik disagreed, arguing that he considered the standard practice of Madinah' s
people to be more representative of the conduct of the Prophet than the isolated report of
one or two individuals.48

Qawl $af,,abf (fatwa !jaJ:,,abt), is the saying, fatwa , or judicial decision of a Companion. It

denotes an opinion that a companion has arrived at by way of ijtihad, in the absence of a
ruling in Al-Qur 'an , Af,iidfth and ijma ' on the matter in question. There is no consensus
among jurists as to whether the saying of a Companion is a proof that commands
obedience if it is not opposed by other Companions. Those who wholly accept qawl
!jaJ:,,abf as a proof are Imam Malik, Imam al-Shafi'I,49 Ibn Banbal, and some of Banafis

jurists. Abu I:Ianifa believed that qawl $af,,abz constitutes a proof when it conflicts with
qiyas, but not when it is consistent with qiyas. 50

47

Ib 1"d ., p. 28 5.

48

Ibid., p. 186.
In either his Earlier View (Qawl Qadzm) or Later View (Qawl Jadzd) .
Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence, p. 237 -23 9.

49

°

5
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Sadd al-dhara 'i

51

or 'blocking means to evil' is to block the means to an end that might

52
otherwise be expected to eventuate. The whole concept of sadd al-dhara 'i is based on

the notion of preventing an evil before it actually materializes. An example of sadd aldhara 'i is khalwa, or illicit privacy between members of the opposite sexes. Khalwa is

unlawful because it constitutes a means to zina (adultery), regardless · of whether the
53
specific instance of illicit privacy in fact culminates in adultery. The 'ulama ' are,

however, in disagreement over the validity of sadd al-dhara 'i . The Banafi and Shafi'I
jurists do not recognize it as a principle of jurisprudence in its own right, on the grounds
that the necessary ruling regarding the means can be derived by recourse to other
principles such as qiyas, and the Banafi's doctrines of istifisan and 'urf. But, the MalikI
and Banbalijurists accept sadd al-dhara 'i as a proof of Sharz 'a in its own right.

54

Such controversies among jurists regarding the detail of theories, especially over ijtihad
and qiyas, have motivated the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh to establish general guidelines
or rules as to the minimum standard of consensus required to exercise and apply these
jurisprudential theories . The guidelines for ijtihad are as follows . The Council accepts
ijtihad when 'ulama ' exert their whole ability in genuine fashion (ikhlii$) to reach an

Islamic ruling. Without a sincere intention, ijtihad is not acceptable. Ijtihad is only
applicable to issues that have speculative textual reference (;annz) , not to issues that
have definitive textual reference (qat 'z). Speculative texts (; annf) should never be

51

For a c01nprehensive discussion of sadd al-dharii 'i' see Ibid., p. 310-320 .
Ib1.d ., p. 310.
53 Ib .d
1 . , p. 311.
54 Ib .d
1 ., p. 314.

52
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treated as definitive texts (qa_t'f) .55 In performing ijtihiid, the members of the Fatwa
Commission are encouraged to remain mindful of the original meanings and intentions
of the texts, and to respect other mujtahidiins' ijtihiids. 56

In regard to qiyiis, the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh has chosen not to position qiyas above
Al-Qur 'an and Afziidith, but strongly recommends that its members make appropriate use

of qiyiis. To determine the correct qiyas, the Council's 'ulamii ' may refer to fiqh , but
these references must be further related to the main sources, namely Al-Qur 'an and
Afzadith, or ijmii '. The Council also accepts useful new methodological inventions,

expert opinion, 57 and more importantly rukh!ia (special consideration/concession).58

The 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh also addresses modem life-style. The Council strongly
recommends to each member of the Fatwa Commission that when interpreting Islamic
laws, one (mujtahid) must remove themselves from those aspects of modem lifestyle
that clearly contradict Sharf'a doctrine. At the same time, each member must remain
aware of the condition, situation, and contemporary needs of society.59

Even where qiyiis is used as a proof, and particularly when qiyas refers to Al-Qur 'an and
Afzadith, it is usually not explicitly mentioned in the text of the Council' s fatawa . Only

55

About qa_t 'z and 7cmn z see Ibid.
Kornis i Fatwa & Huk:mn Majelis Ulama Daerah Istin1ewa Aceh, Kumpulcm Fatwa-Fatwa Maje lis
UlamaDaerah ls timewaAceh , p. 14.
57
Since 1987, two fa tiiwii of the Ulamii Council of Aceh have used expert or professional information as a
valid source. Ibrahim, 11 M ajelis Ulama Aceh Dan Peranannya Dalain Pengembangan Hukum Islam\ p . 12.
58
Konusi Fatwa & Hukum Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulcm Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis
Ulama Daerah l stimewa Aceh, p. 14.
59
Ibid. also in Ibralu 1n, 11 Majelis Ulama Aceh Dan Peranannya Dalam Penge1nbangan Hukum Islam11 , p.
11-12.
56
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five of the Council's fatawa explicitly mention the reference to qiyas , and three of these
omit specific details of the analogy employed. I have found that the Council prefers to
cite passages of Al-Qur 'an and Al:zadith directly in the text of fatawa, rather than to
mention the reference to qiyas . The same applies when qiyas draws analogies from other
Islamic legal theories. Only two fatawa include the reference to mafjlaf:ia explicitly, and
only one fatwa refers to sadd al-dhara 'i. Reference to other Islamic legal theories such
as istifjl:zab (presumption of continuity), qawl or fatwa al-!Jal:zabz (the sayings or ruling
opinions of the Companions of the Prophet), 'amal ah/ al-Madinah (the practice of the
people of Madinah), and 'urf ( custom), is not explicitly mentioned in some fatawa . This,
however, does not necessarily mean that the Council has never employed these theories.
Proper study of the Council's use of qiyas and its sub-theories will only become possible
if the Council make available every working paper that its 'ulama ' have compiled to
support the issuance of eachfatawa .

As previously mentioned, the

'Ulama ' Council of Aceh also VIews government

regulations as a possible reference for its fatawa, provided that these regulations are in
accordance with Al-Qur 'an, Al:zadith, ijma ' and qiyas . As yet, none of the Council's
fatawa refer to any government regulation as a primary proof. Where government

regulations have been cited in the text of fatawa, the citations are included to emphasise
the Council' s authority, and not as Islamic legal proofs . Regulations that the Council
frequently refers to include: the 1945 Constitution~ The People' s Consultative Council
(Maje/is Perniusycrwaratan Rakyat, MPR) Decisions No II/1983, 1987, and 1988

concerning the Broad Outlines of State Policy (Garis-garis Besar Haluan Negara,
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GBHN); Regulation No 24/1956 regarding the formation of Aceh Province; Prime
Minister' s Decision No 1/1959; Regulation No 5/1974 concerning guidelines for local
government; Government of Aceh Regulation No 1/1966 and Governor of Aceh' s
Decision No 347/1970 concerning the Main Guidelines for the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh; and every Decision of the Governor of Aceh regarding the endorsement of the
structural board of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh.

I have not located any information

regarding whether the Council has continued to employ government regulations as a
jurisprudential source since it became an independent 'ulama ' organisation in 2001 .

In addition to these five sources, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh also refers to Islamic
books - mainly classical texts including fiqh , tafszr, and l:zadith books - to aid them in
issuing fatawa .60 Approximately one third of the Council's fatawa make reference to
these Islamic books. The Council also refers to the 'opinion of other 'ulama ", as
recorded in these books, when issuing certain fatawa. However, it appears that the
Council views these Islamic books - especially fiqh texts - and the ' op1mon of other

'ulama " as a means of interpretation rather than a theory, and as such they do not
include these references in the list of sources for issuing each fatawa . One example
where the Council refers to the ' opinion of other 'ulama " is the fat.tVa regarding the
distribution of alms-tax to oneself (zakat untuk diri sendiri).

The doctrines of Ahl al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a and dalzl 'aqlz ('rationale' ) are further
examples of sources that the Council refers to but does not consider to be jurisprudential

60

Approximately forty-nine books , including tafs zr, l:zadzth, and fzqh books have been used by the Council
in issuing itsfatawa.
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theories.

The Council refers to the doctrines of Ahl al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a in its fatwa

regarding the teachings of Abidin Sabang; it employed dalfl 'aqlf to issue two fatawa
regarding the use of illicit drugs and the adoption of a Muslim child by a non-Muslim.
As above, the Sunni" jurists do not consider these doctrines to be jurisprudential theories
but rather as a means to interpret the texts, even though Mu'tazilites do regard dalfl 'aqlf
as a valid proof to apply Islamic laws.

About two thirds of the Council's fatawa were clearly issued in response to a request;
this proportion is consistent with the nature of fatwa as a response to a request for a
ruling. The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh has formulated the following procedures for
issuingfatawa upon request:

1. If the question has been answered or is likely to have been answered in previous
fatawa, then the head of Fatwa Commission and his secretary will be responsible

for responding to the question.
2. If the question has never been discussed before, but is a simple, local issue, then
a 'limited session' of the Fatwa Commission, with all Commission members who
live in Banda Aceh and surrounds present, will discuss an answer.
3. If the question posed is considered difficult, the Commission will appoint one or
more 'ulama ' whom it considers versed in the issue to discuss the matter in a
working paper that the other members of the Commission will later analyse in
the Commission's regular meetings. Any questions posed by Aceh' s district
'Ulama ' Councils will also be discussed in the Commission's regular meetings.
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4. If a question concerns a particular specialisation or an expertise - for instance

medicine or food - then the Commission will invite experts in the field to inform
them at the Commission' s regular meetings .
5. If a question concerns of the whole of Aceh Province or Indonesia, then it will be

discussed at a 'plenary board meeting'. These meetings are usually convened
annually, and also are attended by the heads of all of Aceh' s district 'Ulamii '
COUllCI·1S. 61

In general, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh employs methodology and the procedures that
are far more comprehensive than those of the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council. The 'Ulamii '
Council of Aceh has specified which Islamic legal theories it accepts, and has
formulated basic guidelines for the performance of ijtihad and qiyas . In contrast, the
Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council only mentions the use of Al-Qur 'an, Sunna, ijma ', and
qiyas as proofs in exerting the Islamic rulings in general. There are inconsistencies in its
guidelines, however, particularly in the application of Islamic books and the opinion of
other 'ulama '. The guidelines indicate that these are not to be primary sources, but the
Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council openly uses .fiqh books and the opinions of the schools and
earlier jurists as valid sources .62
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Komisi Fatwa & Hukmn Majelis Ulama Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-}atwa Majelis
Ulama Dae rah lstim ewa Aceh, p. 11 -12.
62
Majelis Ulan1a Indonesia, "Keputusan Punpinan Majelis Ulama Indonesia Tentang Pedoman Tata Cara
Penetapan Fatwa Nomor Kep.-069/MUI/l 98 6," (Jakarta: 1986).
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ill. General overview of the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh

In general, the contents of the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh can be classified
into three groups. Firstly, fatawa that address new issues particular to modem times,
which are not found in classical fiqh references. Several examples are a fatwa regarding
the use of modem tool in the process of slaughtering animals for food, a fatwa regarding
'Multilevel Marketing' Businesses as well as a fatwa regarding Family Planning and the
use of Intrauterine Devices. Secondly, fatawa that address classical issues that have been
widely discussed in classical fiqh books, but are still of concern to many Acehnese
Muslims in modem times. Many of the fatawa that address issues regarding rituals,
offences, inheritance, marriage, mosques, and religious endowment (waqf) fall into this
category. Finally, fatawa that are actually corrections, and thus repetitions, of previous
fatawa. Many of the fatawa about zakiit (alms-tax) are issued to rectify previous fatawa .

Another example of this category is the fatwa about reciting Bismillah in praying.

The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh is very active in issuing fatawa . Since 1974, the Council
has issued at least one fatwa almost every year.63 It issued the most fatawa - eleven - in
1984 and 1985. In 1989, the Council issued nine fatawa, its second most for a single
year.

Of the Council's 104 fatcnva, 19 concern ritual issues, while 18 address ' offences against
religion'. Fatawa regarding zakiit are the third most numerous (16 fatawa) , followed by

63

There is no fatwa reportedly has been issued in year 1977 and 1986.
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the 14 fatawa regarding deviant sects, which are in turn followed by fatawa issued to
address the mosque and waqf The rest concern family matters (8 fatawa) , marriage and
divorce (6 fatawa), Islam, State and Politics (6 fatawa) as well as Islam, Banks and
Money ( 5 fatawa). These figures indicate that many Muslims in Aceh are very
concerned with the proper practice of Islam, particularly the performance of religious
duties ( 'ibadat) and the avoidance of offences forbidden by Islam.

Sixty-four percent of the Council's fatawa were issued through discussions in the mostly
annual plenary Fatwa Commission working sessions. This means that 64 percent of the
Council's fatawa address difficult issues that require careful study and examination.
Sixty percent of the fatawa were issued based on Al-Qur 'an, 51 percent were issued
based on Af:zadith and approximately 29 percent referred to Islamic books, including
tafszr, f:zadzth, and fiqh books. Only four of the 104 fatawa refer to qiyas as one of the

legal sources and only two refer to ijma '.

The number of the Council' s fatawa that refer to specific government regulations are as
follows: the 1945 Constitution 20 fatawa ; The People' s Consultative Council Decisions
No II/1983, 1987, and 1988 concerning the Broad Outlines of State Policy (GBHN) 19
fatawa; Regulation No 24/1956 concerning the formation of Aceh Province 46 fatawa ;

Regulation No 5/ 1974 concerning Guidelines for Local Government 44 fatawa;
Government of Aceh Regulation No 1/ 1966 and Acehnese Governor's Decision No
347/ 1970 concerning the Main Guidelines for the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh 48 fatawa;
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and every Acehnese Governor' s decision on the endorsement of the structural board of
the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh 48fatawa .

IV. Educational background of the members of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh

Education is essential to Islamic scholarship, particularly in the application of Islamic
rulings. A knowledge of the educational background of the prominent 'ulama ' in the
'Ulama ' Council of Aceh is important, as their background shapes the way they perform
ijtihad. 64

Many of the members of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh received their first Islamic
lessons -in reciting and understanding Al-Qur 'an and also reading some fiqh (Islamic
law) books -from their fathers , of whom many were also 'ulama '. These lessons
preceded attendance at a dayah or madrasah. Dayah, or Islamic boarding schools
(Indonesian: Pesantren ), are the centre of Islamic studies where many among the first
generation of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh received their primary Islamic education.65
Teungku Haji Abdullah Ujongrimba (1900-1983), the first head of the 'Ulama ' Council
of Aceh, obtained his primary Islamic education exclusively in dayah , particularly on
tafszr, fiqh , and l:zadith knowledge. He studied at Dayah le Leubeu in Pidie and then
Dayah Lamsi 66 in Aceh Besar; Dayah Larnsi is a popular dayah that was founded by

64

Concerning education of 'ulama' in Aceh, see Saby, "Ulama Aceh" , p . 110-1 29.
On the dayah and Isla1nic books being taught in most dayahs in Aceh, see A.K. , Ulama Dan Madras ah
inAceh, p. 46-49.
66
Dayah Lain si was subsequently popularly known by the name Madrasah Iskandar Muda.
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Teuku Pan.glim.a Polem Muhammad Daud. Ujongrimba then continued his education in
Mecc~ where he studied Islam for three years. 67

Prof Ismail Muhamamd Syah (1923-1995), another founder of the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh, also studied Islam at several dayahs. The dayahs that he attended were somewhat
more modem and formal -then called madrasah-- than those where Teungku Abdulah
Ujongrimba studied, due the influence of reformist movements from the Thawalib
School in Minangkabau and Mecca. Prof Ismail Muhammad Syah attended the Dayah
Al-Muslimin (actually a madrasah) in Peusangan, which was established by the famous
'Ulama ' Teungku Abdurrahman Meunasah Meucap. He subsequently entered Madrasah

al-Ishlah in Samalanga, before continuing his study in Sigh Pidie at the Normaal Islam
Instituut, the Islamic institute founded by PUSA.68

Other prominent 'Ulama ' in the Council who obtained their Islamic knowledge from
madrasah are Prof Ali Hasjmy and H. Muhammad Daud Zamzami. Hasjmy (1914-

1998) attended the Thawalib School in Padang Panjang, which at the time was the most
famous Islamic studies centre in Sumatra. He continued his studies at Jami ' ah alIslamiyah Qism Adaabul Lughah wa Taarikh al-Islamiyah (The Institute of Islamic
Studies, on the specialisation of Arabic Linguistics and Islamic Civilisation) in ]?adang.69
Daud Zamzami (b 193 5-) entered formal madrasahs too. He obtained his Islamic
education from Ibtidaiyyah (Islamic primary school) in Lam Senong Kutabaro Aceh

67

Hasjmy, Ulama Aceh Mujahid Pejuang Kemerdekaan Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangs a, p. 14 7153.
68
Ibid., p. 223 -236 .
69
Ibid., p. 237 -244.
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Besar, and Tsanawiyyah (Islamic Junior High School) and Aliyah (Islamic High School)
in Dayah Darussalam Labuhanhaji South Aceh.70

Apart from dayahs and masdrasahs, many of the members of the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh also obtained their religious knowledge from formal universities - mainly stateowned - such as the State Institute of Islamic Studies (PT AIN and then IAIN), and
Universitas Islam Indonesia (the Indonesian Islamic University). Many of the later
generation of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh's members preferred to study at tertiary
institutions, both local and international, such as IAIN Ar-Raniry in Aceh, IAIN Jakarta
and IAIN Y ogyakarta, Universitas Syiah Kuala (mainly in the Faculty of Law),
Universitas Sumatra Utara (University of North Sumatera), al-Azhar Cairo and the
University of Wisconsin, USA. Many of them obtained their doctorate and postdoctorate degrees at these institutions. Those of the later generation of the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh include Dr. Teungku H. Muslim Ibrahim M .A. , (IAIN Ar-Raniry, then
Al-Azhar University), Prof Dr. Alyasa Abubakar M.A. (IAIN Ar-Raniry, then IAIN
Yogyakarta), Dr. Ahmad Daudy (IAIN Ar-Raniry, then IAIN Jakarta), H. Badruzzaman
S.H. (Faculty of Law, Universitas Syiah Kuala), Drs. H. Abdul Fattah (IAIN Ar-Raniry),
and Prof Safwan Idris, M.A. (IAIN Ar-Raniry then Universitas Syiah Kuala, and
University of Wisconsin, USA).
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Hasan Basri St, "Laporan Penelitian Dan Penulisan Biografi K.H. Tengku Muhammad Daud Zamzami
Di Propinsi Daerah Istimewa Aceh," (Jakarta: Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan Agama Departemen
Agama Rl, 199 1), p. 43.
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Many of their studies are about law, in particular Islamic law. The capability of these

'Ulama ' to interpret Islamic rulings is beyond doubt; as such, they have been chosen as
members of the Fatwa Commission (except Prof Safwan Idris). It is interesting,
although not surprising, to find that all those who have served as rector (vice-chancellor)
of IAJN Ar-Raniry have also been members of the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh; all of them
bar Prof Safwan Idris simultaneously served as members of the Fatwa Commission.
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Chapter Two
Deviant Sects in Aceh

There are fourteen fatawa on fourteen deviant groups in Aceh, and twelve of them 1 were
particularly issued to state that the groups are 'deviant' (sesat) and 'deceptive'

(menyesatkan) because their teachings are contradictory to the original teachings of
Islam, and therefore they are to be banned in Aceh. Surprisingly, ten of the fourteen
deviant groups were actually of 'Acehnese origins' and many of them are actually
'local'.

By 'Acehnese origins' is meant that these groups were institutionally founded inside
Aceh province rather than brought from outside Aceh, even though the teachings of the
groups have been borrowed from or inspired by other _tarfqa groups outside Aceh. Most
of these ten Acehnese deviant groups are 'local' Muslim groups because many of them
were confined to certain parts of the province. The Makrifatullah group, for example,
existed only in Banda Aceh; the Abidin group was only popular in Sabang District,
while the Abdul Madjid Abdullah group was only found in Kuala Simpang, East Aceh.
The more popular Bantaqiyyah group was also local,2 as it spread mainly within the

1

The other 1'vo fatawa are the fatwa about the Special Committee for studying and examining deviant
_tar"fqa groups in Aceh (1972) and the fatwa about the Sm 'a sect (198 9) stating that Sm' a is out of the Ahl
al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a and therefore it is ilot recommended to be followed. Kornisi Fatwa & Hukum
Majelis Ulaina Daerah Istimewa Aceh, Kumpulan Fatwa-Fatwa Majelis Ulama Daerah lstimewa Aceh
(Banda Aceh: Percetakan Unsyiah, 2000), p. 50 and 84.
2
The fatwa on Bantaqiyyah group has been said to have been withdrawn by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh
as Tengku Banta, the leader of the group, finally showed his willingness to cooperate with the goverrunent
of Aceh. However, as there has been no fatwa or decision has been found to especially withdraw the fatwa
on Bantaqiyyah group, then fatwa on Bantaqiyyah is therefore included with the other thirteenfatawa
ai1alyzed in this thesis. See 11 Tgk Bantaqiah Akan Beri Penjelasan Pada MUI,11 Serambi Indonesia, 30
11
December 1989.,and 11 AliHasjmy AkanDialogDenganBantaqiah, Serambi Indonesia, 23 May 1991.

Pidie District. Interestingly, excepting the two administrative cities of Lhokseumawe
and Langsa, at least one deviant group has been found - and subsequently banned by the
Council - in every district (kabupaten) of Aceh. Among the eight districts, only Pidie
District has had more than one deviant group . The identification of these groups
apparently shows that the 'Special Committee' led by Tengku M. Amin Teupin Raya,
that was established through the 1972 fatwa about finding, studying any deviant _tarzqa
groups in Aceh, was successful; and the message of that 1972 fatwa was well
implemented by the . 'Ulamii ' Council in every district within the province.

The reminder of the groups, Ahmadiyyah, Shi 'a, Ibrahim Bonjol, and Darul Arqam, are
not Acehnese originals. Ahmadiyyah (originally from Pakistan), Darul Arqam (from
Malaysia Malaysia), and Sm 'a (widely spread particularly in Iraq-Iran) groups are three
Islamic sects that spread not only Aceh but also in many parts of Indonesia and other
Muslim countries. The teachings of the Ibrahim Bonjol group (from Medan) have not
spread as widely as those of the other three groups. Nevertheless, its teachings have
reached parts of Malaysia, 3 where it has also been banned there through a fat.vii issued

in 1998.4

3

The wide spread of the teachings of _tarzqa Saufiyya-Sammaniyya (or Naqshabandiyya-Sammaniyya) of
lbrahim Bonjol was mainly achieved through the group' s main book ' Tsabiqul Qulub ', or 'Risalah Tsabit
al-Qulub ' . Bruinessen n1entions that the book was written by Tuanko Shaikh Mudo Abdul Qadim (who
most likely died in 1973) of Balubus, West Sumatera, who is said to be the first person to have combined
the Naqshabandiyya and Sammaniyya orders . 'Risalah Tsabit al-Qulub 'has been the main learning source
for many of Sfilnmaniya-Naqshabandiyya's followers , and was published in Bukittinggi in 1978, after
Abdul Qadim passed away. See Martin van Bruinessen, Tarekat Naqsyabandiyah Di Indonesia : Survei
Historis, Geografzs, Dan Sosiologis, Cet. 1. ed. (Bandung: Mizan, 1992), p . 89, 147-148., and also "Ajaran
Menyesatkan Susupi Mesjid-Mesjid Di Medan, 11 Waspada, 28 February 1985.
4
In Serenai Aliran Sesat in Malaysia, accessible from online:
http ://www.islam.gov. my/ppi/Samaniah.html.
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Martin van Bruinessen has argued that the teachings of these groups are actually 'local
Islam' and therefore should be recognized as 'Islam' or 'Muslim behefs '. 5 The presence
of these deviant groups in Aceh indicates that the popularity of 'local Islam' is not
confined to Java. The view that 'Islam must initially have appeared as yet another source
of powers, additional to ones that were already available, not replacing them' 6 has
mostly been employed to explain Islam in Java. It also applies to Aceh, the province that
has been claimed as the most "religious" province in Indonesia.

The purpose of the fatiiwii is to create and maintain the supposedly "purer" Islam. The
use of jafltj)ii through the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh has made reform even more effective
as the Council certainly carries the authority from the government of Aceh. The great
concern of the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh on Islamic reform in Aceh can be seen not only
through its strong effort to fight against deviant sects through jaMii issuance, but also in
its many other programs and actions to abolish un-Islamic activities such as its popular
campaign against adultery, prostitution, traditional gambling, and alcohol drinking in
Aceh. 7

From many of the teachings of the groups mentioned in the fatiiwii texts, it is obvious
that the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh is a Shan'a-minded 'Ulama ' organization. This is

5

Martin van Bruinessen, "Global and Local Islam in Indonesian Islam," Southeast Asian Studies (Kyoto)
37, no . 2 (1999).
6
Merle C. Ricklefs , "Six Centuries of Islamization in Java," in Conversion to Islam , ed. Nehernia Levtzion
(New York: Holmes and Meier, 1979). , cited Bruinessen, "Global and Local Isla1n in Indonesian Islam. 11
7

This can also be seen through some of its Jatawii about Islamic manner and customs, and many articles
describing the Council' s programs and actions such as: "Pelaku Maksiat "Serambi Mekah" Tertangkap
Basah, Denda Rp 50 .000 ," Harian Terbit, 9 Nopember 1987 1987. ,"Tindak Pidana Adat Bagi Pelaku
Zina," Waspada, ll July 1991. , "Disko Atau Mill Bubar?," Serambi Indonesia 1992., and many others .
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indicated by the fact that of the teachings of the deviant groups are stated to be
contradictory to the Sharz 'a. This would also suggest that Sharz 'a, basically the mam
orientation of Islamic reform, is still the character of Islam in Aceh in 21 st century.

The main reason for banning the groups is their teaching but also political reason such as
in the case of Bantaqiyyah. The teachings of the groups are viewed as contradicting with
the mainstream Islamic teachings that most of Acehnese believe, which are the teachings
of Ahl al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a both in terms of the theology, that particularly follows the
Ash' arI school, and in terms of the laws . Many of the contradictory teachings of the
groups are about ma 'rifa (gnosis) and the wujudiyya, the issues on Al-Qur 'an , Sharta,
also on the Prophet.

In general, most of these teachings are very restricted teachings in Islam and thus it is

very hard to trace their sources. None of the groups has mentioned a reference or link
(silsilah) to certain orders or sects. It appears that many of the leaders of the groups
invented the teachings themselves rather than borrowing them from other orders, sects,
or groups. Some of their teachings and practices, however, although not identical, are
similar to or appear to have been influenced by popular Islamic teachings, such as the
wujudiyya (wafzdat al-wujud) teachings of Hamzah Fansuri and his students. In addition
to the teachings of wujudiyya, the belief about Imam MahdI, and therefore the claim that
certain groups ' leaders are MahdI, is also found in some of the groups .
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This chapter will particularly discuss all the teachings put forward by the groups.
However, as the practice of banning deviant groups in Aceh is not new, then it is
necessary to look at the controversies about ' deviant' teachings existing in the past
particularly the controversy about the teaching of Hamzah Fansuri. For that, this chapter
comprises two sections. The first section provides a brief overview of Sufism and its
controversies in early and modem Aceh. This overview is followed by a discussion of
the main teachings of these deviant groups, and how their teachings contradict the core
beliefs of Ahl al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a.

I. Sufism and its controversies in Aceh

The fact that Islam that was brought into the archipelago, and therefore into Aceh, took
the form of Sufi Islam8 would undoubtedly contribute to the 'more lenient' approach of
Aceh towards Sufism and its practices, and somehow explains why Aceh has so many
local .tarfqas in its modem times . Likewise, the possibility of the presence of Sm' a in
early Aceh as the first school ever introduced to the region before SunnI Islam became
dominant9 might also being a factor that should not be underestimated, as Sm' a
teachings and practices somewhat have a great influence to the practices of Sufism. 10

8

A . H. Johns, Coastal Settlement to Islamic City," Indonesia: Australian Perspectives (1987).
9 A. Hasjmy, ed., Lima Puluh Tahun Aceh
Membangun (Banda Aceh: Percetakan Bali Medan for Majelis
Ulama Daerah Istiinewa Aceh, 1995), p . 3-8. The information is taken mainly fromidhharul-Haq by
Syekh Ishak Makarani Al-Pasi., see also Tgk. Haji Abdullah Ujong Rimba, llmu Tharikat Dan Hakikat
(Medan: Percetakan Sederhana, 197 5), p. 13 .
10 This view is particularly that of Uj ong Rimba and A.
Hasjmy. Although Sm' a is no longer a popular
sect to be followed, however, the influence of some Sm a teachings and practices are still present in Aceh,
such as in the practice of 'Ashiira, the commemoration of the death of Husein ibn Ali killed by the
Mu' awiyites. Riin ba, Jlmu Tharikat Dan Hakikat, p. 13 . and A. Hasjmy, Syi'ah Dan Ahlussunnah: Saling
Rebut Pengaruh Dan Kekuasaan Sejak Awal Sejarah Islam Di Kepulauan Nusantara (Surabaya
Indonesia: PT Bina Ilmu, 1983), p. 15.
11
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Sufism has always been a subject of controversy in Aceh. The nature of the
controversies over Sufism in early Aceh was rather about the correct form and teaching
of Sufism, between orthodox and heterodox Sufism, and was within the paradigm of
Sufism itself. 11 It was principally the teaching of the monistic Sufism of wujudiyya, or

wafzdat al-wujud -and therefore about the relationship between God, the universe and
man, being the main subject that had caused religious conflicts and clashes, and more
importantly banning the teaching itself, that, interestingly, was the subject of fatawa
issuance. The pros and cons over the wujudiyya teaching in the past were very likely
also about influence and worldly power, 12 and closely reflected on the controversies over

wujudiyya that were occurring outside Aceh at that time.

The first controversy about wujudiyya was sometime during the administrations of
Sultan Zainal Abidin Malikud Dhahir (1350-1394 ]\1) and Ratu Nihrusiyah Rawangsa
Khadiyu (1400-1428 M). Shaykh Abdul Jahl and Maharaja Bakoy Ahmad Permala
taught wujudiyya teaching in Aceh and had triggered controversy there.13 Little
information has been found in regard to the wujudiyya teaching of Shaykh Abdul J alil
and Maharaj a Bakoy Ahmad Permala.

11

Wen1er Kraus, "Tran sformations of a Religious Community: The Shattariyya Sufi Brotherhood in
Aceh," in Nationalism and Cu ltural Revival in Southeast Asia: Perspectives from the Centre and Region. ,
ed. Sri; Grabowsky Kuhnt-Saptodewo, Volker; Groheim, Martin; (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag,
1997), p. 170.
Ibid.
13 It is reported that the controversy over wujiidiyya at that time had resulted to the killing of many ' ulama'
in Aceh and of Ah.inad Permala himself. Tgk. M . Yunus Jamil, Tawarikh Raja-Raja Kerajaan Aceh
(Banda Aceh: Ajdain I Iskandar Muda, 1968), p. 16-17. cited in A. Hasjmy, Ruba'i Hamzah Fansuri
(Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka Kementerian Pelajaran Malaysia, 1976), p . 1. , and Hasjmy,
Syi'ah Dan Ahlussunnah : Saling Rebut Pengaruh Dan Kekuasaan Sejak Awal Sejarah Islam Di
Kepulauan Nusan tara, p. 16.
12
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The most popularly known controversy over the wujudiyya took place in the seventeenth
century of Aceh. An Indian Scholar Nuruddin ar-Raniri accused Hamzah Fansuri and his
students of heresy (zindiq). Nuruddin ar-Raniri was a member of the Riraiyya order 14
and was a strong follower of the anti-wujudiyya movement that was popular in India at
that time. 15 It was likely that it was his opposition to wujudiyya that brought him to
Aceh, while al-Attas states that he was keen to cleanse the minds of the Malay people
from what he considered false Sufism. 16 Ar-Raniri arrived in Aceh in 1637, soon after
the death of Sultan Iskandar Muda (d.1636). He immediately gained respect and favours
from Sultan Iskandar Thani (reigned between 1636 - 1641 M) and was then appointed
as the high arbiter at the court and enjoyed the title of 'al-Shaykh al-Islam' for sometime
during 1637-1643 M. 17

The teachings of wujudiyya of Hamzah and his students, including the Shaykh al-Islam
Shamsuddin al-Sumatrani, that had been opposed by ar-Raniri were their ideas and
beliefs about God, man, and the universe, and the 'relationship' between them.
Hamzah' s ideas regarding God, the world, man, and the relationship between them,
according to ar-Raniri, are identical with those of the Philosophers, the Zoroastrians, the
Metempsychosists, the Incamationists, and the Brahmins. To ar-Raniri, Hamzah' s belief
is pantheistic in the sense that God's essence is completely immanent in the World; that
God permeates everything that is seen. The beliefs perceived by Hamzah that God 1s
14

Syed Muhammad Naguib Al-Attas, Raniri and the Wujudiyyah of the 17th Century Acheh, Monographs
of the Malaysian Branch Royal Asiatic Society (Singapore : Malaysia Printers Limited for the Malaysian
Branch Royal Asiatic Society, 1966), p. 13 .
15 G.W.J. Drewes and L.F. Brak.el,
eds ., The Poems ofHamzah Fansuri, Bibliotheca lndonesica
(Dorcrecht-Holland and Cinnaminso n U.S.A .: Faris Publications for the Koninklijk Instituut Voor Taal-,
Land- En Volkenkund e, 1986) .
16 Al-Attas, Raniri
and the Wujudiyyah of the 17th Century Acheh, p . 15 .
17
Ibid.
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Simple Being and that the World is eternal, are also identical to those of Philosophers.
Ar-Raniri also considered Hamzah as one of the Qadariyya and the Mu'tazila for his
view that Al-Qur 'an was created.18 All these beliefs of Hamzah, for ar-Raniri, are false
wujudiyya, that is clearly conflicting with the Sharf 'a. 19

Ar-Raniri's strong disagreement on the teachings of Hamzah Fansuri was not only
articulated in his books such as in the two popular books in this regard: Tibyan ff
Ma 'rifat al-Adyan and the ]fujjat al-Siddiq Ii daf' al-Zindiq, 20 but also in the issuance of

a fatwa stating that Hamzah and his students were unbelievers (ka.firs) and therefore
deserved to be killed. The fatwa did result to the killing of some of Hamzah' s students
and burning his books. 21 However, it seems that the fatwa had failed to eradicate all
Hamzah's teachings. In 1643, ar-Raniri once again became engaged in another bitter
doctrinal controversy over wujudiyya, this time with a native of Minangkabau,
Saifurrijal, who was a student of Shamsuddin al-Sumatrani, and who had recently
returned from Mecca. This time ar-Raniri was overthrown as Saifurrijal managed to
displace him. Ar-Raniri left Aceh for Ranir (India) in 1644. 22 However, the uprising by
the wujudiyya followers by burning the Great Mosque Baitur Rahman at the time of the
administration of Sri Ratu Nurul 'Ala Naqiyatuddin (1674-1678) 23 indicates that the

Ib1"d . , p. 18.
19 Ib 1"d . , p. 85 .
20 Ahmad
Daudy, A llah Dan Manusia Dalam Konsepsi Syeikh Nuruddin Ar-Raniry (Rajawali Pers, 1983),
p. 52-54.
21 T. Iskandar,
"Ha111Zah Fansuri Pengarang, Penyair, Ahli Tasawuf Abad Ketujuh Belas,1' in Tokoh-Tokoh
SasteraMelayu Klasik, ed. Mohamad Daud Mohamad (Kuala Lumpur: Dewan Bahasa clan Pustaka
Kementerian Pendidikan Malaysia, 1987), p. 5-6. , cited from ar-Raniri ' s Tibyan Ji /via 'rifai 'l Adyiin.
22 Al-Artas, Raniri and the Wujudiyyah of the 17th
Century Acheh, p. 13 ., also Takeshi Ito, "Why Did
Nuruddin Ar-Raniri Leave Aceh in 1054 A .H.?," Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land en Volkenkunde 134
1s

(1978).
Hasjmy, Hamzah Fansuri, p. 2.
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wujudiyyah followers were no longer in power. This indicates that Ar-Raniri' s enjoyed
some success in his rmss1ons to abolish false Sufism. However, as the emergence of
local _tarfqas in modem Aceh shows, total success eluded him. Many Acehnese 'Ulama '
have subsequently held ar-Raniri actions as a model, reference and justification to create
a "purer" Islam in Aceh. Ar-Raniri holds a special place in the hearts of Acehnese
people, and has been admired by a succession of Acehnese ' Ulama '. There is now a
university of Islamic studies named after him.

If in the past, Aceh had ar-Raniri, in modem times , there was Tengku Abdullah Ujong
Rimba (1900-1983), who -to some extent-had similar missions to those of ar-Raniri.
Ujong Rimba was a prominent Acehnese 'ulama ' who was strongly and openly against
not only deviant .tarfqas, but also to the idea of _tarfqa itself. 24 He, like ar-Raniri, had also
expressed his stance against deviant .tarfqa teachings in his books. There are at least two
books written by Ujong Rimba that have been found to be concerned very much with

_tarfqa and its practices in modem Aceh: Kitab Saleek Buta (1933), and Kitab Ilmu
Tharikat dan Hakikat (1975). He was very much a reformist, perhaps because he
admired Thanthawi Jauhari, a modernist Muslim from Egypt. Ujong Rimba was
particularly fanatical about Ash 'arf' s school of theology and the Shafi 'I school of law. 25

24

Rimba, Ilmu Tharikat Dan H akikat, p. 31 .
A. Hasjmy 1nentiones that Ujong Rimba has written at least three books , but I found that two of the
books he mentions are actually one same book. Ali Hasjmy, Ulama Aceh Mujahid Pejuang Kemerdekaan
Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangsa (Banda Aceh: PT Bulan Bintang, 1997), p. 147-153 . Beside writing
books, Ujong Rimba also wrote a paper (1964) on " Sjech Nuruddin Ar-raniry", in Kenang2-an Dies
Natalis ke I Djami 'ah Ar-raniry (Banda Aceh, Panitya Perayaan Dies Natalis) .
25
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Hasjmy's claim that Abdullah Ujong Rimba was actually a practicing member of the

_tarzqa Haddadiyya is baffling. 26 This

strongly

contradicts

Ujong Rimba's view,

repeatedly stated in his book Ilmu Tharikat dan Hakikat, that all _tarfqas that existed
more than one generation after the period of the Prophet's Companions are actually false

.

_tarzqas, as they have been greatly influenced by either local, ShI' a, or Hindu practices.
These false _tarzqas interestingly include _tanqa Haddadiyya,27 of which Hasjmy states
that Ujong Rimba was a member or at least a sympathizer. Judging from the clear
statement in his book, it is very unlikely that Ujong Rimba practiced the teachings of
this _tarzqa. He may have had some contact with the _tarfqa, but subsequently found it
contradictory to his beliefs and left it.

In modem Aceh (1965-1980s), Ujong Rimba was essentially the man and the ' ulama '
who played the important role in creating and maintaining "pure" standards of Islam in
Aceh. The re-occurrence of the so-called ' Saleek Buta' teachings 28 in the 1970s of Aceh,
has motivated him to write a book (1933) titled "Saleek Buta" explaining especially
about the deviance of the teaching. 29 For that, he also initiated the establishment of a
' Special Committee' of the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh to investigate and study local

26

Ibid.
Rii11ba, Jlm u Tharikat Dan Hakikat, p. 69, 75 .
28 Saleek Buta is a tenn used
for 'false Sufism' or a person who holds ' false Sufism'. See Hasjmy, Syi'ah
Dan Ahlussunnah : Saling Rebut Pengaruh Dan Kekuasaan Sejak Awal Sejarah Islam Di Kepulauan
Nusantara, p. 67-70. The teaching of Saleek Buta was particularly popular in Aceh during the late nineteen
century of Aceh until around 1930s under its leader Tengku Muhammad Said (Tengku ' Id or Teungku
Teureubue) in Teupin Raya Pidie. The Tengku ' Id group was stated to be ' deviant' and was banned
through a fatwa issuance by Pidie ' s 'Ulama ' Association in around 1278 Hijriah. See Hasjmy, Ulama
Aceh Muj ahid Pejuang Kemerdekaan Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangsa, p. 105 -106., and C. Snouck
Hurgronje, The Achehnese, trans. A .W .S. O'Sullivan (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1906), p. 13 -14.
29 Hasjmy, UlamaAceh Mujahid Pejuang Kemerdekaan
Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangsa, p. 150.
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_tarzqas 1n Aceh (1972). His book Ilmu Tharika,t and Hakika,t (1975) is still the mam
source in referring to the proper teachings of tasawwufin the region.

While ar-Raniri seems to have been keen to cleanse the false tasawwuf, which is
particularly about the wujudiyya teaching, and was not particularly against the tasav.rwuf
itself, nor to the idea of .tarzqa and its practices, 30 Ujong Rimba was different. He seems
to have had a different definition of the correct teaching of tasawtvuj. To him, tasawwuf
that is correct and lawful is the tasawwuf as performed by the Prophet Muhammad and
his Companions. In his view, all tasawwuf that differs from the tasav.rwuf of the Prophet
and his Companions are false tasawwuj and thus contradictory to the original teachings
of Islam.31 For that, he was strongly and openly opposed .tarzqas as the ' media' for

tasav.1wuf, as for him _tarzqa and its practices have been greatly influenced especially by
many of Shi' a beliefs and practices .32 Ujong Rimba seems to be more Sharf'a-lawsoriented in his stance against deviant .tarfqas and regarded .tarzqa as 'out of Sunni'
teachings ' compared to ar-Raniri who was more concerned about the correct teaching of

tascn1lWuj, especially that of Hamzah Famzah and his students. The continuing existence
of the teaching of wujiidiyya in modem time of Aceh strengthens the evidence that a
monistic tradition of theosophy deriving from Ibn ' Arabi' and his school is an exoteric
33

element in the teaching of Sufism in Aceh.

30

Al-Attas, Raniri and the Wujudiyyah of the 17th Centwy Acheh, p. 38 -39.
Ri.t11ba, Jlmu Tharikat Dan Hakikat, p. 18.
32
Ibid.
33 Takeshi Ito, "The World of Adat Aceh, a Historical Study of the Sultanate of Aceh" (Phd. desertation,
the Australian N ational University, 1984), p. 257 .
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II. The teachings and beliefs of the deviant groups

Ujong Rimba appears to have been correct in his judgment that many of the leaders
of
these groups, particularly of the ten groups of ' Acehnese origin ', were motiv ated by
the
quest for money and popularity to establish the groups, invent some of the teachi
ngs
without silsila and pretend to be competent mujtahids. 'Ulama ' is a highly respected
title
and position in Aceh that can bring both wealth and popularity. Establishing a _tarfqa
group, especially if the group's activities involv e esoteric exercises (ilmu kebatinan)
and
martial arts, appears to be a very effective way to attract students to join the groups. 34

Of the fourteen groups banned, none of them carries the exact teachings of Hamz
ah
Fansuri or his students. The teachings of wujudiyya of Arifin from Sabang, or that
of
Bantaqiyyah, are significantly incomparable to the wujud iyya teachings of Hamz
ah
Fansuri. However, the fact is that the wujudiyya and gnosis beliefs held by some of
the
groups, particularly Bantaqiyyah, Abidin, and Makrifatullah groups, might have been
inspired or influenced by other teachings that previously existed in Aceh, presumably
the teachings of Hamz ah Fansuri or his students. It is then essential to look at some
of
the teachings of Hamzah F ansuri , and, to some extent, also to look at the contra
sts
between them to see whether there is or there is not some influence from Hamzah'
s
'
teachings to the teachings of some deviant groups banned in the mode m time of Aceh.

34

This appear s to be consistent with van Bruinessen's view that it is the esoteric practices that
attract most
followers of _tarzqa. Therefore, he continues, in some locations in Indonesia, the 'ulamii '
who lead or are
associated with tarzqa are 1nore likely to have more students than the 'ulamii' who do not.
See Bruinessen,
Tareka t Naqsya bandiya h Di Indone sia: Survei Historis, Geograjis, Dan Sosiologis , p.
16.
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The following discussion on the teachings of the groups, especially on ma 'rifa and
wujudiyya, shows how Islamic reform in Aceh, which notably came quite later in Aceh

(1939) 35 than elsewhere, has resulted to the disappearance of many of the ' original '
forms of Sufism that ever existed in Aceh. This applies not only to the wujudiyya
teaching of Hamzah F ansuri that have been transformed into the various wujudiyya of
the Abidin and Bantaqiyyah groups; as Warner Kraus has stated, the Shattariyyah order
in Aceh, a Sufi order introduced to the territory by Abdurrauf Singkel in the seventeenth
century, represented at present by the Shattariyyah order in Seulimum Aceh Besar and in
Meulaboh West Aceh, also no longer exists in its original form.36

Generally, the teachings of the groups can be divided in two classes. The first
classification comprises some issues that coincidently were same subjects in the
objection of the teachings of Hamzah Fansuri such as about ma 'rifa, wujudiyya, and AlQur 'an. The second classification comprises the teachings that were not the issues for

the objection of the teachings of Hamzah F ansuri. This includes some detailed issues in
Sharz 'a, issues on the Prophet Muhammad, and the Maheu.

35

Year 1939 is the year PUSA was born (5 May 1939). PUSA was the 'u lamii ' organization that promoted
the Islamic reform in Aceh . According to Ismuha, Islamic reform in Aceh actually had started in 1915
initiated by Tuanku Raja Keumala (1880-1930), but it went very slow. The reform went well after the
birth of PUSA. Is1n uha, Ulama Aceh Dalam Perspektip Sejarah , ed. Taufik Abdullah, Seri Monografi :
Agama Dan Perubahan Social (Jakarta: Lembaga Ekonorni dan Ke1nasyarakatan Nasional, LIPI, 1976), p.
49-53. On the biography ofTuanku Raja Keumala see Hasjmy, UlamaAcehMu jahid Pejuang
Kemerdekaan Dan Pembangunan Tamadun Bangsa, p. 25-44.
36 Kraus, "Transformation s of
a Religious Community: The Shattariyya Sufi Brotherhood in Aceh, 11 p .
182.
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A . Ma 'rifa and wujiidiyya

Ma 'rifa, or gnosis, and wujiidiyya, or the unity of existence, are two of the teachings
held by at least four groups, namely Makrifatullah, Abidin Sabang, Bantaqiyyah, and
Arifin groups. Their adherence to these teachings was the main reason these groups were
banned in Aceh. There are also two other beliefs from Arifin and Mohamad Ilyas bin
Muhammad Yusuf groups to be included in this gnosis discussion as the subjects of
these two deviant teachings are also about God and His Existence.

Ma 'rifa (Indonesian: makrifat) is a very popular term in Sufism as it is actually the main
objective of tasawwuf Ma 'rifa principally means gnosis or intuitive knowledge of God
that is not reached by discursive reason but is a higher understanding of the divine
mystery.37 For this definition, ma 'rifa has been acknowledged as the opposite term of
'ilm , or discursive learning and knowledge. Sufis have defined ma 'rifa in many different
ways. One important definition of ma' rifa is that of al-Junayd. He says that: " Gnosis
... is the hovering of the heart between declaring God too great to be comprehended, and
declaring Him too mighty to be perceived. It consists in knowing that vvhatever may be
imagined in thy heart God is the opposite of it".

38

Ma 'rifa has been often regarded as the last station on the mystical path instead of
maf,abba, or "love". Ma 'rifa and mafiabba are sometimes considered complimentary to

37

Annamarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimensions ofIslam , 3rd ed. (Chapel Hill : The University of North
Carolina Press, 1975 ; reprint, 1978), p. 43.
38 Abu Bakr Muhammad Al-Kalabadhi, The Doctrine of the Sufis
, trans. A.J. Arberry (Cambridge, 1935),
p. 133., cited in Schimmel, Mystical Dim ensions of Islam , p. 13 0.
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each other, but sometimes "love" is regarded as superior.39 About ma' rifa and maf:,,abba,
al-Ghazzalf (105 8-1111 M) says: "Love without Gnosis is impos sible- -one can only
love what one knows " .40 In later times, the term 'arif, or Gnostic, has often been used
for
the advanced mystic in general, for "the faithful sees through God's light, the Gnost
ic
sees through God" .41 In some cases, ma 'rifa has also been applied to those who percei
ve
the wujudiyya teaching. Dhu-n Nun (796-859 M), one who has been regarded as the first
Sufi to have formulated ma 'rifa, says:
The Gnostic becomes more humble every hour, for every hour is drawing him
nearer to God. The Gnostics see without knowledge, without sight, without
information received, and without observation, without description, without
veiling and without veil. They are not themselves, but in so far as they exist at all
they exist in God. Their movements are caused by God, and their words are the
words of God which are uttered by their tongues, and their sight is the sight of
God, which has entered into their eyes. So God Most High has said: "When I
love a servant, I, the Lord, am his ear so that he hears by Me, I am his eye, so he
sees by Me, and am his tongue so that he speaks by Me, and I am his hand, so
that he takes by Me". 42

Makrifatullah43 is one of the groups that clearly held the teaching of ma 'rifa . Not only
as
its name obviously suggests, but also from one of its teachings that says:
"Bila seseorang telah sampai mencapai tingkat/derajat makrifat, maka orang
tersebut tidak perlu/tidak wajib lagi menjalankan Syari ' at Islam ."
"That anyone who has reached the stage of 'makr ifat' (ma 'rifa/gnosis) , he is no
longer bound to implement the Sharf 'a law."

39

Schimmel, Afystic al Dimensions ofIslam , p. 130.
Abu Hamid Al-Gha zzali, Ihya 'Ulum Ad-Din (Bulaq : 1872), 4:254., cited in Schimmel,
Mystical
Dim ensions ofIslam , p. _130.
41 Abu
N asr as- Sarraj , Kitab A l-Luma Fi't Tasawwuf, ed. Reynold A . Nichol son, Gibb Memor
ial Series
No 22 (Leiden and London : 1914), p . 41. , cited in Schimmel, Mystical Dimens ions of Islam
, p. 130.
42 Margar
et Smith, Readings from the Mystics of Islam (London : 1950), p. 20 ., cited in Schimm
el,
lvfys tical Dimen sions ofIs lam , p. 43 .
43 Makrifatullah
group from Banda Aceh was banned by the fatwa of the 'Ulama. ' Council of Aceh on 14
16 July 1978 togethe r with the Ahmad Arifin group from Southeast Aceh.
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The above passage from Makrifatullah essentially suggests that Makrifatullah regards
ma 'rifa as one of the stages of the Sufi path. The group very likely also acknowledges it

as the final stage as it denies the implementation of Sharf 'a for those-- members of the
group-- who have reached the stage of, or rather have experienced, ma 'rifa. Hence,
ma 'rifa is the primary and final goal of Makrifatullah' s tasmtVWuj practice. It is not

known though, what form of ma 'rifa perceived by Makrifatullah group for lack of
information. However, from the passage of its teaching above, it seems that ma 'rifa
means the intuitive knowledge of God also applies for Makrifatullah group.

Like the Makrifatullah group, Bantaqiyyah group also acknowledges ma' rifa as the
highest stage of its tasmtVWuj and, interestingly, like Makrifatullah, the group also
regards ma 'rifa as the stage where a Sufi is no longer bound to obey the Sharta legal
compulsions.

In

contrast

to

Makrifatullah,

the

information

on the

ma 'rifa

of

Bantaqiyyah, in the fatwa text of the 'Ulamii' Council of Aceh on 22 January 1984, is
followed by some examples of Sharta laws that, to Bantaqiyyah group, are only
applicable for common Muslims. Bantaqiyyah group believes that:
"Bahwa pelaksanaan syariat seperti salat, puasa, zakat, haji dan lain-lain hanya
berlaku bagi orang awam saja, sedangkan bagi orang-orang yang sudah mencapai
predikat marifatullah akan menjadi gugur syariatnya (tidak perlu dikerjakan lagi)
karena mereka sudah bersatu dengan Tuhan."

"That the implementation of Sharf 'a [laws] , such as praying, fasting, givmg
alms, pilgrimage, and so on, is compulsory for ordinary people only, the people
who have reached [the stage of ma 'rifa, and therefore given the title of]
Ma 'rifatullah, the Sharf 'a is no longer an obligation as they have united with
God."
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The passage of "karena mereka sudah bersatu dengan Tuhan )), or "as they have united
with God" is similar to that of Dhu-n Nun: "they are not themselves, but in so far as they
exist at all they exist in God" mentioned earlier. Literally, those two passages are clearly
different in meaning as "they have united with God" would suggest that because of

ma'rifa one can alter one's human state to God's being; while the passage of Dhu-n Nun
would suggest that those who have reached the stage of ma 'rifa, because of their
knowledge of God, are immanent in God, but have not changed their human state to
God's Being. However, it is possible that, what Bantaqiyyah meant by " ... as they have
united with God", was similar of that of Dhu-n Nun or of other popular Sufis, but that
Bantaqiyyah lacked the capability to express this concept as eloquently.

The ma' rifa teaching of both Makrifatullah and Bantaqiyyah that especially highlights
the unimportance of the implementation of Sharf 'a is possibly borrowed from the
teachings of Hamzah Fansuri, but partially. Hamzah had, once or twice, especially in his
book

Asrar

al- '.A.rifin,

mentioned

his

tolerance

in

the

abandonment

of

the

implementation of Shari'a. However, this tolerance was specifically addressed for those
great Sufis like Man~ur al-Ballaj , Shaykh Ba Yazid, or Shaykh Junayd BaghdadI whose

ma 'rifa, to Hamzah Fansuri, was undeniably perfect. Hamzah said:
"
Adapun jikalau ia berahi dan mabok dan ma/:lw- tiada tahu akan dirinyadan sembahyang [fardu] and puasa far du ditinggalkannya, tiada mengapa akan
dia, karena pada hukum[nya] ia dalam sembahyang yang daim. Jika belum ia
mabok dan ma/Jw-[masih] lagi ingatakan dirinya-dan sembahyang dan puasa
ditinggalkannya, fzijab dan quyud dan 'a:{f hukumnya. Tiada dapat kedalam Diri
qu ,u-d,.,,44

44

Hamzah Fansuri, "Asrar Al-'Arifin," (46) ., cited in Syed Muhammad Naguib Al-Attas, The Mysticism of
Hamzah Fansuri (Kuala Lumpur: University of Malaya Press, 1970), p. 281.
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"
However, if he is passionate in his love [of God] and is intoxicated and
effaced-he is not conscious of his self-and he leaves off the prescribed prayers
and fasting, no blame is upon him, for the judgment concerning such a case is
that he is in a state of constant prayer. But if he is not yet intoxicated and
effaced-still conscious of his self-and he leaves off the prescribed prayers and
fasting, then his doings are veils [concealing the right path] , and they are
restrictions, and sinful. [He] cannot abide within his Self!" 45

In another occasion, Hamzah also mentioned that ma 'rifa is not open or possible for
every one as it is a very difficult thing to achieve. He said:
" ... Adapun mereka itu sekalian berkata demikian kerana ma'rifat mereka itu
sempurna. Jangan kita yang tiada berma'rifat berkata demikian-jangan kita
turut-turutan, maka dikufrkan pendita, [yang menghukumkan demikian] supaya
jangan segala yang jahil yang tiada berma'rifat mengatakan demikian, kerana
ma'rifat itu terlalu mushily. Barangsiapa belum sempuma berma'rifat dan berahi
seperti mereka itu, jika ia berkata seperti mereka itu, ka:fir hukumnya . ... " 46
"
they 47 all say such things 48 because their gnosis is perfect. We who are
without gnosis must not say such things-we must not imitate [their utterances]
to the point that the pundits would declare infidelity upon us-[ and they declare
such charges] in order that all those who are ignorant, who have no gnosis, will
not say such things, for gnosis is most recondite. Whosoever has not yet attained
to perfect gnosis and love such as those [Shaykhs], if they say such things as they
[the Shaykhs] say, he is unbeliever." 49

It is very clear that the ma 'rifa teaching perceived by the two groups is different from
the ma 'rifa teaching of Hamzah Fansuri. However, that Makrifatullah and Bantaqiyyah
even have ma 'rifa teachings - although of an incomprehensive nature - that in essence
stress the insignificance of the application of Sharf 'a, may suggest that some of
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Translation by Al-Artas, The Mysticism of Hamzah Fansuri , p. 400.
Fansuri, 11 Asrar Al-'Arifin,'1 (42) ., in Al-Artas, The Mysticism ofHamzah Fansuri , p. 277.
47 ' They' is
referred to Shaykh Ba Yazid, Shaykh Junayd BaghdadI, and other great Su.tis.
48 What are meant by such things
is utterances of such Shaykh Ba Yazid ' s ' Glory to be me, how great is
my state' , or that of Shaykh Junayd BaghdadI's ' there is nothing inmy cloak save God! '.
49 Translation by Al-Artas
, The Mysticism of Hamzah Fansuri, p. 396.
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Hamzah's teachings persist in Aceh, albeit in partial form, having been distorted into a
rather unusual, much simpler teaching.

It is not known whether this ma 'rifa belief of Makrifatullah and Bantaqiyyah suggests
that --at least-- the leaders of the groups have acknowledged themselves to have reached
the ma 'rifa stage, or have experienced it, so that Shari 'a is no longer compulsory for
them, or, if this ma 'rifa belief is only a discourse which would be their highest
achievement in the practice of tasawwuf What is clear is that this ma 'rifa belief was one
of many reasons that motivated the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh to ban the groups .

While ma 'rifa appears to be the ' esoteric experience' of a Sufi as it is the highest goal of
tasawwuj itself, wujudiyya rather appears to be the 'philosophical perspective' of
tasavvwuf which can bring a Sufi to ma 'rifa. Wujudiyya, especially that of Ibnu 'ArabI

(1165-1240 M) is the belief that being is essentially one, as it is a manifestation of the
divine substance. This would mean that the existence of created things is nothing but the
very essence of the existence of the Creator (or wujud al-makhluqat 'ain wujud alKhaliq) .50

Hamzah F ansuri, who noticeably was influenced by Ibnu 'ArabI, whom he must have
regarded as his master, also had a similar view about wujudiyya to that of Ibnu 'ArabI as
well as other popular Sufis. In a very clear passage, Hamzah explained what wujudiyya
meant to him:

50
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" Fa'lam -Tuhan kita yang Empunya Dhat. Ya'ni Semata, tiada dengan sifat.
Pada suatu ibarat Wajib al-Wujud dinamai 'Ulama ', kerana Ia qa 'im dengan
sendiriNya, tiada dengan [lain]. Sebab ini dinamai 'Ulama' Wajib al-Wujud.
Maka kata Ahlu-l Suluk sungguhpun Ia qa 'im SendiriNya, tetapi ia memberi
wujud pada sekalian alam. Maka dinamai Wajib al-Wujud kerana Wujud dengan
Dhat esa hukumnya. Adapun kepada 'Ulama ' Sharf'ah, Dhat Allah dengan
Wujud Allah dua hukumnya; wujud 'ilmu dengan 'alim dua hukumnya; wujud
alam dengan alam dua hukumnya; wujud alam lain, wujud Allah lain. Adapun
wujud Allah dengan Dhat Allah mithal matahari dengan cahayanya; sungguhpun
esa pada penglihat mata dan penglihat hati, [pada hakikatnya] dua hukumnya;
matahari lain cahaya lain. Adapun alam, maka dikatakan wujudnya lain karena
alam seperti bulan beroleh chahaya daripada matahari. Sebab inilah maka di
katakan 'Ulama' wujud alam lain daripada Wujud Allah, Wujud Allah dengan
Dhat Allah lain. Maka kata Ahlu-l Suluk jika demikian Allah Ta' ala diluar atau
dalam alam dapat dikata; atau hampir kepada alam atau jauh daripada alam dapat
dikata. Pada kami Dhat Allah dengan Wujud Allah esa hukumnya; wujud Allah
dengan wujud Alam esa; wujud alam dengan alam esa hukumnya. Seperti
cahanya [matahari], namanya jua lain, pada hakikatnya tiada lain. Pada penglihat
mata esa, pada penglihat hati pun esa. Wujud alam pun demikian lagi dengan
wujud Allah-esa; kerana alam tiada berwujud sendirinya. Sungguh pun pada
zahimya ada ia berwujud, tetapi wahmi juga, bukan wujud haqiqi ; seperti
bayang-bayang dalam chermin, rupanya ada hakikatnya tiada.... " 51

"Fa'lam-Our Lord is the Possessor of the Essence. That is to say, the [Essence
is] Unique, without Attributes. According to one expression the Doctors of
Theology call It Necessary Being because It is Self-Existent and does not exist
through another. For this reason the Doctors of Theology call It Necessary
Being. The people of the Path say that It is indeed Self-Existent, but It also gives
existence to the World together with all its parts. It is called Necessary Being
because Being and Essence are one and the same. According to the Doctors of
Theology, the judgment concerning the Essence of God and His Being is that
they are two; [similarly] the Being of Knowledge and the Knower are two; the
being of the Universe and the Universe are two; the being of the Universe is
different from the Being of God. God's Being and His Essence are like the sun
and its light; although they appear as one and the same [thing] to external and
internal perception, they are in fact two things: the sun is other than its light. As
to the Universe, the reason why it is said that its being is different [from the
Being of God] is because the Universe is like the moon deriving its light from the
sun. This is the reason why the Doctors of Theology say that the being of
Universe is different from the Being of God, and that God 's Being and His
Essence are different [entities]. The people of the Path say that if this is the case,
then God can be referred to as being 'outside' or 'in' [the Universe]; or 'near' the
Universe or 'far ' from it. To us, the essence of God and His Being is one; His
Being and the being of the Universe is one; the being of the Universe and the
51
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Universe is one, the like of which is, as it were, its [sun' s] light; different only in
name but not in truth. To external perception it is one; to the eye of the internal
perception it is also one. So is the being of the Universe in 'relation' to the Being
of God-it is one; for the Universe considered independently does not exist.
Although outwardly it exists it is nothing but Appearance and not Reality; like
the image [reflected] in the mirror, though possessing form, does not posses real
· ,,52
b e1ng.

Hamzah saw creation as a process of successive determinations or manifestations

(tajalliyat) of a single, eternal, underlying reality. The true relation of man to God can
only be understood, in Hamzah' s view, by comprehending just how man came to be.53
Hamzah said:
". . . Hai Talib, Keadaan Allah Subhanahu wa Ta' ala seperti laut yang tiada
berhingga dan tiada berkesudahan; Alam ini dan semesta sekalian alam dalam
laut itu seperti buih yang kechil sebiji jua. Manusia seorang di dalam buih [itu]
akan berapa bagiannya? Ya'ni tiada lagi melainkan seperti firman Allah Ta' ala:
'Kullu man 'allayha fan, wa yabqa wajhu rabbika dhul-jalali wal-ikram'-ya'ni:
'Barang segala yang diatas alam [ini] lenyap; bermula: yang kekal Dhat
Tuhanmu jua, Yang Empunya kebesaran dan kemuliaan.' Hai Talib! , alam ini
seperti ombak, Keadaan Allah seperti laut; sungguhpun ombak lain daripada laut,
kepada haqiqatnya tiada lain daripada laut. " 54

"O Seeker, the Existential Mode of God the Glorious and Exalted is like that of
an Infinite Ocean; The Universe together with all its parts within this Ocean is
like a tiny bubble. And what is a mere man within that bubble?-nothing! , that
is, it is none other than as God Most Exalted says: 'Every one in it passes away-And there endures forever the Face of thy Lord, the Lord of Glory and Honour' .
0 Seeker! This world is like a wave, God' s Existential Mode is the Ocean,
though waves and Ocean are distinct, yet in reality the waves are not distinct
,,55
fr om th e ocean.
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The teaching of wujudiyya of the groups particularly Abidin Sabang and Bantaqiyyah,
and possibly also, to some extent, of Ahmad Arifin are similar to the teaching of
wujudiyya of Hamzah Fansuri, and therefore of Ibnu 'ArabI and other wujudiyya Sufis,

in the sense that 'all beings are essentially one, as a manifestation of the Divine
Substance' .56 Nevertheless, they are also different, particularly in the · sense that the
wujudiyya

perceived

unsophisticated,

and

by

the

Abidin

Sabang

and

most importantly baseless,

Bantaqiyyah

without

are

unintelligent,

foundation or reference

particularly to the main sources of Islamic teachings, namely Al-Qur 'an and AJ:,,adith, or
other Sufi sources. The teaching of wujudiyya by these groups reflects that the leaders of
the groups are not from the learned 'ulama ', are not knowledgeable about the teachings
of Islam, neither they are capable of understanding the teachings of Islam from its
popular main sources.

The teaching of wujudiyya of the Abidin group, also called the 'Budi Suci ' group,
located in Sabang District, in the Island of Weh, essentially was the main reason for the
group being banned through a fatwa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh Province on 13
January 1991 , is as follows :
"Bahwa Tuhan kita kedua yaitu Nabi Muhammad jangan disyirkan (diniatkan).
Tuhan kita menjadi nyawa Muhammad, badan Tuhan itu didalam badannya, badan
Tuhan itu di dalam Muhammad, maka Muhammad di dalam Adam. Tuhan kita
raib dalam Allah dan Allahpun raib dalam raib pada Muhammad. Allah menjadi
sekalian manusia, badan Tuhan kita seperti sihir adanya. Maka sempumalah kita
kalau kita mengenal sifat Muhammad yang Esa lagi Kuasa. Bermula dari yang
menyebut dengan yang disebut: Di situlah perjumpaan Allah dengan Muhammad,
tatkala Muhammad memandang Allah, tatkala Allah memandang Muhammad
maka bersama Muhammad Allah. Lahir Muhammad Kenyataan Allah, batin
Muhammad Allah Ta' ala sendiri. ' Qalu Ana rabbi maha Budhi Alam yaqulu syay-
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an', kalau disebut aku Tuhan siapa hambaku, disebut aku hamba siapa Tuhanku.
ANA ANTA, Aku dan engkau ya Muhammad, selain itu tidak. "

Literal translation:
"[To acknowledge] that the Prophet Muhammad is our second God. Our God
emanates in the soul of Muhammad, the 'body' of God emanates in the body of
Muhammad, and therefore Muhammad [also] emanates in Adam. God vanishes in
Allah (God) himself; and Allah (God) vanishes in Muhammad; Allah [also]
emanates in humans. This means that the 'body' of our God is just like magic;
Then it would be perfect for us [Muslims] if we know the characters of
Muhammad, the only One and the Almighty. The meeting between Allah (God)
and Muhammad happened when Muhammad looked at Allah (God) and Allah
looked at him, so with Muhammad is Allah (God). The body of Muhammad is the
reality of Allah (God) and the soul of Muhammad is Allah himself; By [saying of]
"Qalu Ana rabbi maha Budhi 57Alam yaqulu syay-an" is meant that if I am God,
then who is my servant (devotee), if I am a servant (devotee) and who is my God?
[God's answer is that] "Ana Anta", I am You, there is only Me (God) and You
Muhammad, nothing else [exists] ."

Abidin also applied his wujudiyya belief in the translation of some verses of Al-Fatifia:
"Jyyaka Na 'budu wa Jyyaka Nasta 'fn" : Ya Muhammad engkau itu Aku, Aku itu
engkau adanya. KeadaanKu engkau yang ada, maka kasihku mengadakan engkau;
"Jhdina al-Sira_t al-Mustaqfm" : NyataKu Adam akan gantikan perbuatanmu
perbuatan.Ku telah nyata ada aku; "Ghair al-Magh(jub 'Alaihim": Ya Muhammad
adamu itu daripada aku."

Literal translation:
"O ye Muhammad, you are Me, and I am you. My existence is your existence, I
created you because of my love; Adam's deeds are your (Muhammad) deeds and
[your deeds are] My deeds, and that shows My existence; 0 Muhammad, your
existence is part of My existence. "

To speak the truth, it is very difficult to fully understand what Abidin means by these
passages. However, there are at least two points that clearly can be drawn from above
Abidin' s belief of wujudiyya. Firstly, that God and Muhammad are essentially one. It
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seems that Abidin regarded Muhammad as God Himself And secondly that God also
emanates in Adam and humans.

From the passage "badan Tuhan itu didalam badannya, badan Tuhan itu di dalam

Muhammad', it is probable that Abidin believed that God had 'physical · form ' (badan) ,
which is the physical form of Muhammad. However, as the word 'badan ' can be used as
in a metaphorical way, other meanings for this passage are clearly possible. Certainly, an
explanation from Abidin himself would be very helpful. It is also not clear whether
Abidin believed in the emanation of God in the Universe or not. One could argue that
this wujudiyya teaching of Abidin is actually a popular simple pantheistic belief rather
than the imitation of the wujudiyya teaching especially of Hamzah Fansuri. However, as
the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh has classified this as the deviant wujudiyya, they may
consider it to be wujudiyya teaching in a pantheistic form.

It is possible, though, that what Abidin taught to his students was meant to be taken from

the teachings of Hamzah Fansuri, yet in a different and false form. For example in the
relation between God and Muhammad and the mentioning of the word 'Buddi' (meaning
'intellect'), Hamzah had also actually mentioned in the issue of the light of Muhammad

inAsrar al-'A.rifin (21) :
"Antara 'Alim dan Ma 'lun1 itulah asal chahaya Muhammad pertama bercherai
daripada Dhat. Adapun pada suatu ibarat itulah bemama Rufz Jc;/iift: ya'ni, Nyawa
Berchampur; dan pada suatu ibarat 'Aql al-Kullf nama-nya, [ya'ni] Perhimpunan
segala Bud di;58 dan pada suatu ibarat Nur namanya, ya'ni, Chahaya; [dan] pada
suatu ibarat Qalam al-A 'la namanya, ya'ni Qalam yang Mahatinggi; dan pada
59
suatu ibarat Lawfz namanya, ya'ni Papan tempat menyurat. "
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"Between Knower and known-- that is when the Light of Muhammad first
'separates' from the Divine Essence. According to one expression It is called the
Relational Spirit; and according to another It is called the Universal Intellect; and
according to another It is called Light; and according to another It is called the
Most Exalted Pen; and according to another It is called Tablet" 60

It is also possible that Abidin' s teaching was taken from the citation of a Holy Tradition
(l:,.adfth qudsf) by Hamzah in his book and then translated falsely by Abidin:
"Khalaqtu l (sic) [al-kulla] Ii (sic) ajlika wa khalaqtuka Ii ajlf." 61
"Kujadikan semesta sekalian keranamu; engkau [Ku] jadi [kan] keranaKu (ya'ni
semesta sekalianjadi daripada Chahaya Muhammad; yang Chahaya itujadi
daripada Dhat Allah). " 62

"I created Creation for thy sake, Thee I created for My sake (that is to say,
Creation came into being from the Light of Muhammad; that Light came into
being from the Divine Essence)." 63

The relation between God, Muhammad and Adam mentioned by Abidin in the passage
is possibly taken from Hamzah' s citation of a saying of the Prophet Muhammad:
.-'Kuntu Nabiyyan wa Adamu bayna al-ma 'i wa al-.tfn ))
"Ada aku terlebih dahulu sebagai Nabi tatkala Adam masih lagi diantara air dan
tanah." 64

"I was a prophet whilst Adam was yet between water and clay." 65

Another group that also held the supposedly teaching of wujudiyya, as said by the
'Ulama ' Council of Aceh in the fatwa text on 22 January 1984, is the Bantaqiyyah.

Compared to that of Abidin, the wujudiyya teaching of Bantaqiyyah is much more
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simple and not too complicated, yet not very clear. The Bantaqiyyah believes that
"Manusia adalah identik dengan wujud Allah dan hakikat Allah" or "that human being is
identical to the Existence and Substance of God" . Bantaqiyyah also believes that the
Prophet Muhammad is God himself expressed in its Shahiida that says: "Naik saksi aku
bahwa tidak ada wujudku melainkan wujud Allah; Naik saksi aku bahwci sesungguhnya
Nabi Muhamm ad hakikat Allah," or "I acknowledge that My existence is nothing but the

Existence of God; [and] I acknowledge that indeed the prophet Muhammad is the Truth
of God."

In fact the teaching of Bantaqiyyah that says "the human being is identical to the
existence and substance of Allah" is contradictory to the original teaching of Hamzah
Fansuri as Hamzah emphasized that God is not identical with the Universe,66 and
therefore with mankind. This clearly suggests that the teaching of the Bantaqiyyah was
not taken from the teaching of Hamzah. According to Hamzah, humans predicate God in
transcendence (tanzfh) and immanence (tashb zh) in respect of the predispositions
(shu 'iin) humans

attribute to His Being. The Universe is a reflection of the

predispositions of His Being- it is the effects (athiir) of His creative activity (shu 'iin). 67
This also applies for the Bantaqiyy ah's second belief that "Muhammad is God Himself'.
As this is similar to that of Abidin, there is no need to repeat the above explanation.

The third group that is likely to also have held the teaching of wujiidiyya is Ahmad
#

Arifin. On this particular group, there is no statement from the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh
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stating that the group held wujiidiyya teaching. It is only from one of its beliefs below
that the group can be suggested to have held that teaching. Ahmad Arifin believed that:
"Roh itu adalah Allah", or "Soul is God Himself "

Again, as what it is meant by Ahmad Arifin by "Roh itu adalah Allah" is · not very clear,
it is also not known where this belief was taken from. However, it seems to have similar
teaching of that of Abidin and the Bantaqiyyah that all Being is actually one, including
soul. Therefore presumably all souls are His soul. Hamzah once said that:
"Segala rupa, rupaNya: segala warna, warnaNya; segala bunyi, bunyiNya, kerana
ia Wal:zdahii la sharzka lahu ." 68

"All forms are His forms , all colours His colours, all sounds His sounds for He is
0 ne, WI'thout partner. ,69

It is also possible that it means that (every) riil:z (soul) is the incarnation of the Riil:z of
God, and therefore every riil:z is God Himself, 70 then this belief, according to al-Ash' arr' s
report, is similar to that of the Rafiqiyya doctrine of the incarnation of riil:z Allah (God' s
soul) in Adam and its transmigration through the Prophets and others.71

Both ma 'rifa and wujiidiyya teachings held by the groups were denied to be Islamic by
the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh. It seems that the objection of 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh
about ,na 'rifa is more "unclear" than its objection on wujiidiyya, as it is not known how
the 'Ulania ' members of the Council actually view the idea of ma 'rifa itself Ma 'rifa is
68
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actually a common final goal of experience in Sufism not only for those who hold the
wujudiyya , hululiyya, or other controversial Sufi teachings, but also for those who are

orthodox and conservative Sufis such as al-GhazzalI. If the 'Ulama ' members of the
Council are not opposed to the idea of ma 'rifa itself, then it is likely that the rejection of
ma 'rifa by those groups are rather due to the lack of proficiency and competency of the

leaders of the groups as 'Ulama ' or as mujtahid and thus as people who can attain
ma'rifa.

About wujudiyya, it is evident that some arguments by ar-Raniri in the repudiation of the
wujudiyya teaching of Hamzah Fansuri are still the main reference that is used currently,

yet there are also some changing trends in the objection of the wujudiyya teaching by arR~ri and the currently

'Ulama ' Council of Aceh.

Ar-Raniri's objection about

wujudiyya was not the idea, or the term, of wujudiyya itself, but rather a certain teaching

of wujudiyya particularly that of Hamzah Fansuri and his students. Tiris is because
actually ar-Raniri also held the teaching of wujudiyya in different form of that of
Fansuri.

The

correct wujudiyya,

according to

ar-Raniri

was the wujudiyya al-

muwa/:l/:lida, and the false wujudiyya is the wujudiyya mul/:lida that is of the wujudiyya of

Hamzah Fansuri.72 The wujudiyya al-niuwa/:l/:lida believes that God's Being is One;
neither numbered nor limited, neither in wholes nor in sections, neither united nor in
parts, neither personal nor impersonal (private nor general), neither atom nor body -and
such alike. By that, ar-Raniri emphasised that God' s Being and the Universe's being are
not the same. Differently, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh does not use the term wujudiyya
at all and rather views that all wujudiyya is a false form of Sufism, even though the
72
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Council seems to agree with the implicit meaning of wujudiyya al-mirvvafzfzida of arRaniri.

Ujong Rimba, and noticeably also A. Hasjmy, though in a different way, frequently used
the argument that actually the teaching of wujudiyya is similar to the teaching of
communism. The argument is that the wujudiyya teaching denies the existence of God as
the Universe is actually God, and this is similar to the teachings of communism that also
denies the existence of God.73 (The issue related to communist teachings is discussed in
the next chapter).

Apart from the teachings of ma 'rifa and wujudiyya embraced by Makrifatullah, Abidin
Sabang, Bantaqiyyah, and Ahmad Arifin, there are also some other teachings, especially
of Arifin and Muhammad IJ.yas bin Muhammad Yusuf, that categorically are very
unusual teachings in Islam, or another way of saying, very un-Islamic. These two
strange teachings of Ahmad Arifin and Muhammad Ilyas would definitely strengthen my
argument that the groups are uneducated and unintelligent groups that in many ways
abuse the teachings of Islam, and Islam itself.

The first of the two unusual teachings is that of Ahmad Arifin who holds the view that
"Ala,n dahulu daripada Allah" or "the Universe exists (earlier) before God." This view

is completely odd as none of Islamic teachings from any schools: Sunni, Sm a,
Mu 'tazila, or even those people who have been executed for their deviant Sufi teachings,
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believes that the Universe exists before God Himself exists. Simply, this is beyond the
teachings of Islam.

One of Mu'tazila' s well known, yet controversial, ideas regarding God, the Universe,
and Reality, is that the Universe is eternal (qadzm) and was not created from nothing

(creatio ex nihilo) but from "the first material" (al-miidda al-ulii, or also called
ma 'dum ).

74

This does not even come close to the ideas of Ahmad Arifin. The Sunni and

Shi' a sects, the majority sects in Islam, hold the belief that the Universe was created by
God, and therefore the Creator exists before the created. 75

The second teaching is that of Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad Yusuf who naively said
that "Allah itu Baharu,· Bukanlah sekedar perkataannya atau tulisannya, tetapi semua

yang terkandung dalam perkataan Allah itu adalah Baharu", or "that God is new; not
only His speech and His 'writing', but also that is contained in His speech." Again, this
is clearly unacceptable in Islam. It is not surprising then if the 'Ulamii' Council of Aceh
classified this teaching as a teaching coming from Satan.

B. OnAl-Qur 'iin

There are two groups of the fourteen groups banned in Aceh which hold that the current

Al-Qur 'iin, is actually not an original one. Makrifatullah believed that "Al-Qur 'iin yang
ditulis, atau yang bertulisan, yang dibaca dan dipelajari umat Islam," or "the 'written'
Daudy, Allah Dan Manus i a Dalam Konse psi Syeikh Nuruddin Ar-Rani,y , p. 118-119., cited from
Syahrastani, Nihayatu l-Iqdam (Baghdad, no year), p. 151.
75
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Al-Qur 'an, Al-Qur 'an that has writings on it, Al-Qur 'an that has been read and studied

by all Muslims" is a false Al-Qur 'an . While the Seni Bela Diri Islam (the Islamic
Martial Arts) group believed that "Al-Qur 'an yang sekarang tidak asli, karena dikarang
oleh Khalifah Umar", or that the current Al-Qur 'an is false because it was invented by

Umar ibn Khattab, the second Caliph.

Those views of Makrifatullah and Seni Bela Diri Islam that Al-Qur 'an is false, seem to
be similar to one another, but in fact they are not. Makrifatullah's view that it is the
written Al-Qur 'an that is false would lead to the suggestion that according to
Makrifatullah there is an original one. Which Al-Qur 'an that is original to Makrifatullah
is not known. However, it is possible that what the group meant by ' false' Al-Qur 'an is
actually that the currently written Al-Qur 'an (or mu$l:zaf) is 'created' ; but Al-Qur 'an as
the Speech of God is eternal. If this was the view meant by Makrifatullah, then the vie\v
of Makrifatullah that the written Al-Qur 'an is false, or created, is similar to the view of
Hamzah Fansuri who said:

"
Adapun madhhab Mu'tazilah dan RafidI dan Zindiq, kalam Allah makhluk.
Pada hukum shari' atnya, barang siapa mengata[kan] kalam Allah makhluk,
kafir-na 'udhu bi 'l-Lahi minhu! Kalam Allah peri Dhat; Qadim sama-sama
dengan sekalian yang sedia ketujuh itu. Adapun kalam Allah yang dibawa
Jibra'Il kepada Nabi Muhammad Rasulullah ($alla-Llahu 'alayhi wa sallam!)
yang tersurat pada m~haf, itu dapat dikatakan makhluk, kerana hukumnya sudah
bercherai dengan Dhat pada ibarat. Adapun kepada haqiqinya, wa a!Lahu a 'lam
bz·1-sawa-b ... ,, 76

" ... According to the Mu' tazilah and the Rafidi and the Zindiq, God ' s Speech is
created. But according to the Prescribed Law whosoever says that God' s Speech
is created is an unbeliever-may God preserve us from such! God' s speech is as
the Essence; It is eternal, together with the seven [Attributes] . But the speech of
76
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God that is conveyed by Gabriel to the Prophet Muhammad, the Messenger of
God (God beless him and give him peace!), that is written in pages, this can be
said to be created, for the judgment concerning it is that it is that has become
separated, from the point of view of expression, from the Essence. In its real
sense, God alone knows best. .. " 77

The Seni Bela Diri Islam, the group that was banned by the 'Ulama ' council of Aceh
through the issuance of a fatwa on 4 February 1984, argued that the current Al-Qur 'an is
false because it is actually a fabrication made up by 'Umar ibn Khattab. This would
suggest either that for the group there is actually no Al-Qur 'an, or, there has been no
original Al-Qur 'an since the Caliph 'Umar ibn Khattab invented it.

This view of Seni Bela Diri Islam on Al-Qur 'an shows how the leader or the teacher of
the group does not know the common history of Islam and thus of Al-Qur 'an. 'Umar ibn
Khattab was not actually the one who wrote Al-Qur 'an, but the one who had the
initiative to collect the scattered discourses on different materials of Al-Qur 'an in the
time of Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, the then Caliph.
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It was 'Ubaiy ibn Ka'b and Zaid ibn

Thabit who wrote many parts of Al-Qur 'an on the order of the Prophet Muhammad
himself. 79

Certainly, this view that Al-Qur 'an is false is contradicting the 'Ash' ari' s school of
theology, that most of Acehnese follow, which sees that Al-Qur 'an is eternal and the
current available Al-Qur 'an is considered original, as it has been carefully preserved
from destruction.

Translated by Al-Atlas, The lvfys ticism ofHamzah Fansuri , p. 367-368.
78 See Gibb and Kramers , eds. , Shorter Encyclopaedia ofIslam , p. 277-278 ., under al-Kur 'an.
79 Ibid.
.
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C. On the Sharf 'a laws

If the discussions of the teachings of the groups on ma 'rifa and on al-Qur 'an were
characteristically 'theological' in the perspective of Shar'i 'a, and coincidently also
corresponded with some of the teachings of Hamzah F ansuri, in this section the
·discussion will be rather 'legal' as it focuses on the issues of the Shar'i 'a, another main
reason why the groups were banned. The issues in Shar'i 'a can be said to be relatively
new issues in banning deviant groups in the history of Aceh. They do not seem to have
occurred until the nineteenth century. They do not appear in the ar-Raniri - Hamzah
debate. 80 Hamzah Fansuri, however, clearly saw Shar'i'a as important as ma 'rifa . He
said:
"
Adapun barang siapa menyangka Shar'i 'a kechil, atau menchela dia, kafirna 'udhu bi-Llahi minha!-kerana Shar'i 'a tiada · bercherai dengan _tar'iqa, fanqa
tiada bercherai dengan J:,aqzqa , J:,aqzqa tiada bercherai dengan ma' rifa. Seperti
kapal sebuah; Sharf' a seperti lunasnya, _tanqa seperti papan[nya] , J:,aqzqa seperti
isinya, ma' rifa akan labanya. Apabila lunas dibuangkan, nischaya kapal itu
81
karam; laba pun lenyap, modal pun lenyap, merugi dikita. "

" . . . Whoever thinks that the Law is insignificant, or scorn it, he becomes an
unbeliever-God preserve us from such!-for the Law is not distinct from the
Way, the Way is not distinct from the Truth, and the Truth is not distinct from
Gnosis. The analogy is that of a ship; the Law is its keel, the Way its planks, the
Truth its merchandise, Gnosis its gain. When the keel is cast away, the ship will
surely sink, its merchandise will perish, and so will its capital investment, and
. . 1 ,,32
thIS IS a OSS.

See Al-Attas, Raniri and the Wujudiyyah of the 17th CenturyAcheh. Differently, Abdul Hadi translated
that Shari 'a was also an issue in the rejection of the teachings ofHarnzah Fansuri by ar-Raniri, see Dr.
Abdul W .M . Hadi, Tasawuf Yang Tertindas: Kajian Hermeneutik Terhadap Karya-Karya Hamzah
Fansuri (Jakarta : Para111adina, 2001), p. 163 -164.
81 Fansuri, "Sharab Al-Ashiqin, 11 (6). In Al-Attas, The Mysticism of Hamzah Fansuri , p. 300.
82 Translated by Al-Attas, The Mysticism ofHamzah Fansuri , p. 419.
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The extension of the discourse on Islam in Aceh from theological- Sharz 'a-oriented only
into legal as well as theological- Sharf 'a-minded shows that Islamic reforms initiated by
the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries modernist 'ulama ' of Aceh are still continuing
in Aceh up to the present.

The teachings of the groups concerning the Sharz 'a cover many issues including: the
character and pronouncement of shahada, the misleading interpretation of some verses
of Al-Qur 'an, some technical details of ritual (' ibadat), and also schools (madhahib ).

i. On the shahada

Shahada is the profession of faith 83 that is expressed in a certain prescribed structure,
which is: "Ashhadu an la ilaha ilia Allah, wa ashhadu anna Mufzammadan rasuluLlah ))' that is "there is no god but God (Allah) and Muhammad is the Messenger of
God". The way shahada is pronounced and interpreted is firm, and cannot be changed.
There is no dispute about it This is the view of most major sects and schools in Islam
including the Sunni, Sm' a, Mu 'tazila, and others, and therefore other forms of shahada
are certainly unacceptable in Islam.

There are two groups out of the fourteen groups that particularly had their own way of
pronouncing and interpreting the shahada; these are the Bantaqiyyah and Darul Arqam
groups. The Darul Arqam group added some additional words in its shahada, that are

83

Gibb and Kramers, eds. , Shorter Encyclopaedia ofIslam , p. 515.
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also ill Arabic, while the Bantaqiyyah group had creatively illVented another form of
shahada that is interestillgly structured ill Indonesian language.

The shahada of the Bantaqiyyah says:
"Naik saksi aku bahwa tidak ada wujudku melaillkan wujud Allah; Naik saksi
aku bahwa sesungguhnya Nabi Muhammad hakikat Allah"

"I acknowledge that my existence is nothing but the existence of God; [and] I
acknowledge that illdeed the prophet Muhammad is the Truth of God"

And the shahada ofDarul Arqam is:
"Ashhadu an la Ilaha Illa-llahu wa ashhadu anna Mul:zammadan Rasulullah,·
Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, 'Umar al-Faruq, 'Uthman Birr al-Ral:zzm, 'Alz 'Acjcj al-Dzn,
Mul:zammad al-Mahdi Khulafo 'al-Rasulullah Salla Allahu 'Alayhi Wasallam",

"I acknowledge that there is no god but God and I acknowledge that Muhammad
is the Messenger of Allah. And I acknowledge that Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, 'Umar
al-Faruq, 'Uthman Birr al-RaJ;nm, 'AlI 'Add al-Din, Muhammad al-MahdI, are
the caliphs of the Messenger of Allah [Muhammad], may peace be upon him".

What is interestillg of these shahadas is that both groups had their own messages
inserted in their shahadas. It seems that by illSerting their messages in the shahadas, the
groups are reminding their students and followers of their most important teachings ;
which ill the case of Bantaqiyyah is the wujudiyya teaching, and in the case of Darul
Arqam

is

the

acknowledgement

that

Ahmad

Suhaimy,

the

founder

of _tanqa

Muhammadiah, vvhose teachings were followed by Darul Arqam group and who in
Darul Arqam' s shahada above is in fact the MahdI who will come in the End of Time.

84

It is both the action of creating another form of shahada and changing the meaning of

84

Ah111ad Suhaimy as the M ahdi will be discussed in the next discussion on the Prophet.
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the prescribed shahada that are held to be not permitted by the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh
and consequently had resulted in banning them.

ii. The abuse of the meaning and interpretation of Al-Qur 'an

Whereas changes to the structure and meaning of the shahada are intolerable, various
interpretations of the meaning, if not the structure, of Al-Qur 'an are possible within
Islam, on the condition that a qualified mujtahid performs the interpretation. A qualified

mujtahid must be an adult Muslim who has mastered the Arabic language and
understands Al-Qur 'an, Af,iidith, and ijma ', or the consensus of 'ulama '. The negative
response from the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh to the Abidin and Darul Arqam groups
regarding the interpretation Al-Qur 'an indicates that these two groups are not considered
as qualified mujtahids. The actions of both groups in misleading the true meanings of Al-

Qur 'an is translated as scorning Islam.

By interpreting some verses of Al-Qur 'an in their way, these groups seem to seek some
legal justification for their teachings. In the translation of some verses of al-Fatifi,a,
Abidin sought a rationalization for his teaching especially of that wujudiyya teaching,
while Darul Arqam, through its interpretation of Sura al-Nisa ': 4, sought a justification
for its practice of polygamy.

Abidin said that the correct meanings of al-Fatih,a are:
Verse 5: "Jyyaka Na 'budu wa Jyyaka Nasta 'zn

11
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Meaning: "Ya Muhammad engkau itu Aku, Aku itu engkau adanya. KeadaanK.u
engkau yang ada, maka kasihK.u mengadakan engkau"
Translation : "O ye Muhammad, you are Me, and I am you. My existence is your
existence, I created you because of my love."
Verse 6: ''Jhdina al-Sira_t al-Mustaqzm ''
Meaning: "Nyataku Adam akan gantikan perbuatanmu perbuatanku telah nyata
ada aku"
Translation: "What Adam did was your (Muhammad) deeds and My ( God)
deeds; and that shows My Existence."
Verse 7: " ... Ghair al-Maghc;lub 'Alayhim ',
Meaning: "Ya Muhammad adamu itu daripada aku"
Translation: "O Muhammad, your existence is part of My Existence."

Those interpretations are contradictory to the common interpretation of al-Fatif,,a:
Verse 5: "Thee do we worship, Thine aid we seek"
Verse 6: "Show us the straight path"
Verse 7: " (I'he way of those on whom Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace), those
85
whose (portion) is not wrath (and who go not astray) ."

The interpretation of Sura al-Nisa ': 4 by Darul Arqam:
"Kawinlah terlebih dahulu dua orang, lalu tiga, lalu empat; setelah dicoba, lalu
dirasakan tak sanggup berbuat adil, barulah kemudian dilepaskan clan diceraikan
satu persatu"

"Marry for the first time of two women, then three, and then four, after you tried,
and you feel unable to treat them justly, then you can divorce them one by one.'

Which is contradictory to its correct interpretation:

"(If ye fear that ye shall not be able to deal justly with the orphans), marry
women of your choice, two or three or four; but if ye fear that ye shall not be
able to deal justly (with them), then only one, or ( a captive) that your right hands
86
possess, that will be more suitable, to prevent you from doing injustice"
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Al-Qur'an , trans. Yusuf Ali.

86

Ibid.
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This particular verse of Sura al-Nisei ': 4 is the verse that is popularly used by those who
agree with the practice of polygamy. However, even the popular interpretation of that
verse from those who agree with polygamy does not lead to the meaning that a man
should marry at once two, three, or four wives, but, one man can marry firstly one
woman, and then if he wishes to marry another woman for particular reasons such as
because the first wife is infertile, he can, with the permission of the first wife (or first
wives). That interpretation is also followed by the condition that the husband must be
capable of distributing justice among them.87 While the interpretation of Darul Arqam
encourages a man to firstly marry either two, three, or four wives, and he can divorce
them later if he wishes.

This polygamy issue is actually the most controversial practice of Darul Arqam. While
most of the practitioners of polygamy would ask the permission from the first wife( or
wives )-mainly through Islamic court procedures, in case of Darul Arqam, it is the
organization itself that authorises the perm1ss1on for its men members to perform
polygamy.

Ustadh Ashaari, the founder of Darul arqam, said that polygamy is one of

the good traditions of pious Muslims.88 Polygamy is allowed, according to Ashaari, for
the purposes of the struggle of Darul Arqam, as well as to maintain the ancestry of the
Prophet and to maintain the Sunna of the Prophet.

89

In discussing the practice of

Moh. Quraish Shihab, Wawasan Al-Quran : Tafsir Maudhu'i Atas Pelbagai Persoalan Umat (Bandung:
Mizan, 1996), p. 199 -20 1. , or see 1nany popular tafszr books on Sura al-Nisa ': 4.
88 S. Biedyn Beseri Nur, Kahwin Cara Arqam, Cet. 1. ed. (Selangor, Malaysia : Trans Medias Publications,
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1992), p. 138.
Ib1'd ., p. 79-80.
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polygamy, Ustadh Ashaari says that the Prophet Muhammad actually had either 3 6 or 3 7
wives even though it was 11 wives that stayed with him.90

iii. On ritual

Some of the groups also held some unusual beliefs, which they claimed to be Islamic
beliefs, concerning the Sharf'a on particularly practical ways of performing some of the
ritual duties such as prayers, pilgrimage, and food. These beliefs are contradictory not
only to Sunni Sharf 'a but to Sharf 'a in general.

One teaching on this matter is that of tanqa Mufarridiyyah by Shaykh Haji Ma'mun
91
Ibnu Y ahya that allows Muslim women to pray while having their periods. This is very

unusual, and contradictory to the standard teaching of Islam that women in periods, are
not permitted to perform prayers, fasting, or do the _tawa/ in the hajj ritual.
2

93

Also on prayer, the Seni Bela Diri Islam group even invented its own way in the
pronouncement of the intention (niyat) in prayer. About intention in prayer, 'ulama ' are
not in agreement as to whether reciting intention in praying is compulsory or not.
However, among those who agree that reciting intention in praying is compulsory, even
though quietly, it is agreed that it is not permissible to change the intention from its

Ib 1.d ., p. 138.
91 For other deviant teachings of Ibrahim Bonj ol, see Fatwa on baru1ing Ibrahin Bonj ol in Malaysia,
accessible online: http: //www.islam.gov.my/ppi/listsesat.html
92 Tawaf is the sevenfold circumambulation of the Ka' ba when performing the haJj (pilgrimage). Gibb and
Kramers, eds., Shorter Encyclopaedia ofIslam , p. 122.
93
"Ajaran Menyesatkan Susupi Mesjid-Mesjid Di Medan.''
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prescribed form and structure into other forms especially if the meanings of the intention
have changed.

94

What the Seni Bela Diri Islam had done was the invention of an

intention for praying, which interestingly was in Acehnese.
"Lon Duek Ion dong dalam kalimah Ion pojoe Allah; Lon dong dalam Masjidil
Haram, Ion wa tameh Arasy, Ion sujud nibak zat Yang Esa".

Literal translation (Indonesian):
"Aku duduk aku berdiri dalam kalimat dimana aku memuji Allah; Aku berdiri dalam
Masjidil Haram, aku berpegang kepada tiang Arasy (agama), Aku bersujud kepada
zat yang Es a",
Literal translation (English):
"I sit [and] I stand in the words in which I praise God; I stand in the Masjid alBaram, I hold onto the pillars of Islam, and I bow my head to the Only Essence."

Not only has the group invented this form of words, but also it holds the view that the
correct qibla95 is actually not to Masjid al-Baram (al-Baram Mosque),

96

but to Masjid al-

Aq$a (al-Aq$a Mosque).97 This statement of the Seni Bela Diri Islam actually contradicts
with its intention (niyat) above that mentions Masjid al-Baram as its qibla (direction) in
its prayer. This is uncommon. Al-Aq$a Mosque was once the qibla of Muslims in the
time of the Prophet Muhammad. However, also in the Prophet's time, God commanded
Muslims to direct themselves to Al-Baram since Al -Aq$a Mosque was also the qib la of
Jews and Christians.98 Since then, the qibla for Muslims is to Al-Baram Mosque, not to
Al-Aq$a Mosque.
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95

Gibb and Kramers , eds. , Shorter Encyclopaedia ofIslam , p. 515.
Qibla is the direction which has to be observed by Muslims during the performance of prayers .

96

InMecca.

97

In Jerusalem.
See Al-Qur 'an 2 : 144, 149 and 150.
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Another group that have some unusual teachings regarding Sharz 'a is the Ibrahim Bonjol
group, originally from Medan. The group has a teaching that it is unlawful for its
members to become ma 'mums (followers in a prayer) of an imam (a leader in a prayer)
who is not a member of the group. Not only in praying, but also the members of the
group are also not allowed to eat meat from animals not slaughtered by the members of
the group. 99 The Ibrahim Bonjol group has been said also to have held some beliefs that
the hajj (pilgrimage) is not compulsory. To Ibrahim Bonjol, it seems that hajj pilgrimage
is aimed to ' clean' oneself from sins. For that, according to Ibrahim Bonjol, one does not
need to go to Mecca, but it is enough to perform the ritual of 'bersuci diri' 100 (literally
cleaning oneself from sins, ablution) inside Aceh.

iv. On n1adhhab

Another issue concerning the Sharz'a is the controversial view particularly of Abdul
Madjid Abdullah and the Seni bela Diri Islam that the four madhhabs (Shafi'I, I:Ianafi,
I:IanbalI, and Malil<l schools of laws), are false schools, and therefore, the followers of
those schools are considered unbelievers (kiifirs ). This is another way of saying that
people who do not follow the teachings of Abdul Madjid Abdullah and the Seni Bela
Diri Islam groups are unbelievers.

"Ajaran Menyesatkan Susupi Mesjid-Mesjid Di Medan."
What is n1 eant by ' bersuci diri' by Ibrahim Bonjol is not known. Perhaps it means _tahara, or general
' bersuci ' that can be done through various ways.

99

100
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Abdul Madjid Abdullah emphasised that beside being unbelievers, the followers of

madhhabs are also the enemy of the Traditions of the Prophet Muhammad (Sunna),
while the Seni Bela Diri Islam says that the four madhhabs are wrong and it is better to
take the 'middle way' (jalan tengah). This 'jalan tengah' is the 'straight path' as
suggested in the verse of "Jhdina al-:;ira_t al-mustaqzm" in Sura Al-Fatifla. It is not
!mown what the Seni Bela Diri meant by the 'middle way' (jalan tengah) or the 'straight
path'. However, the message of Abdul Madjid Abdullah and Seni Bela Diri Islam is
clear. They want their followers to believe that their teachings are the correct teachings
of Islam and, therefore, other teachings of Islam are false. This kind of view also
belongs to the Ahmadiyyah group that states Muslims, apart than the followers of
Ahmadiyyah, are unbelievers. This issue is essentially the authority of the group.

D. On the Prophet

Apart from issues on ma 'rifa and wujudiyya, Al-Qur 'an, and also Shari'a, a further issue
is the teachings of the groups concerning the prophethood, the Prophet Muhammad and
also the Mahdi. Some of the groups hold some beliefs that show their great affection to
the Prophet Muhammad extensively and even regard him as more than just a Prophet,
while some other groups hold beliefs that, in a way, especially according to the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh, are insolent and disrespectful to the Prophet. Not only that, some of
them even deny that the Prophet Muhammad is the final Prophet and claim themselves
as a Prophet or someone sent to correct the religion revealed through Muhammad. Some
others claimed themselves as the Mahdi
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Abidin Sabang and Bantaqiyyah are the groups whose teachings seem to have
exaggerated their devotion to the Prophet Muhammad. Abidin said that Muhammad is
not only a Prophet, but God, the second God:
"Bahwa Tuhan kita kedua yaitu Nabi Muhammad jangan disyirkan (diniatkan).
Tuhan kita menjadi nyawa Muhammad, badan Tuhan itu didalam badannya, badan
Tuhan itu di dalam Muhammad, maka Muhammad di dalam Adam. Tuhan kita
raib dalam Allah dan Allahpun raib dalam raib pada Muhammad. Allah menjadi
sekalian manusia, badan Tuhan kita seperti sihir adanya. Maka sempumalah kita
kalau kita mengenal sifat Muhammad yang Esa lagi Kuasa. Bermula dari yang
menyebut dengan yang disebut: Di situlah perjumpaan Allah dengan Muhammad,
tatkala Muhammad memandang Allah, tatkala Allah memandnag Muhammad
maka bersama Muhammad Allah. Lahir Muhammad kenyataan Allah, batin
Muhammad Allah ta' ala sendiri. 'Qalu Ana rabbi maha Budhi Alam yaqulu syayan', kalau disebut aku Tuhan siapa hambaku, disebut aku hamba siapa Tuhanku.
ANA ANTA aku dan engkau ya Muhammad, selain itu tidak."

Literal translation:
" [To acknowledge] that the Prophet Muhammad is our second God. Our God
emanates in the soul of Muhammad, the 'body' of God emanates in the body of
Muhammad, and therefore Muhammad [also] emanates in Adam. God vanishes in
Allah (God) himself; and Allah ( God) vanishes in Muhammad; Allah [also]
emanates in humans. This means that the 'body' of our God is just like magic;
Then it would be perfect for us [Muslims] if we know the characters of
Muhammad, the only One and the Almighty. The meeting between Allah (God)
and Muhammad happened when Muhammad looked at Allah (God) and Allah
looked at him, so with Muhammad is Allah (God). The body of Muhammad is the
reality of Allah (God) and the soul of Muhammad is Allah himself; By [saying of]
"Qalu Ana rabbi n1aha Budhi Alam yaqulu syay-an" is meant that if I am God,
then who is my servant (devotee), if I am a servant (devotee) and who is my God?
[God's answer is that] "Ana Anta", I am You, there is only Me (God) and You
Muhammad, nothing else [exists] ."

Like that of Abidin, Bantaqiyyah also believed that the Prophet Muhammad is the Truth
of God, or God himself. Bantaqiyyah expressed its view on the Prophet Muhammad in
its shahada that says: "Naik saksi aku bahwa tidak ada wujudku n1elainkan wujud Allah;

Naik

saksi

aku

bahwa

sesungguhnya

Nabi

Muhammad

hakikat Allah," or "I
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acknowledge that My existence is nothing but the Existence of God; [and] I
acknowledge that indeed the prophet Muhammad is the Truth of God."

Those expressions by both groups that Muhammad is God might have metaphorical
meanmgs beside their real and literal meanings as the result of their wujiidiyya
teachings. However, their literal meanings which position Muhammad in the position of
God, seem to be more provocative to initiate controversies and draw so much attention
among Musli1ns in Aceh. More important is the expression of Abidin which states that
the Prophet Muhammad is actually a second God. This leads to an assumption that
actually there are, at least, two Gods: God Himself and Muhammad. Whatever was
meant by Abidin, his teaching leads to polytheism, which is contradictory to the main
teachings of Islam.

Sunm Muslims, in particular, regard the Prophet Muhammad as the Prophet, no more

than that. Muhammad is viewed as the perfect model and example for every Muslim and
therefore is respected greatly. For every Muslim, he is very special. However, at the
same time, he is also viewed as a human being like any other. Therefore, neither any
exaggeration in respect to the Prophet nor any attempts to disrespect him are acceptable.

There are at least two groups that, according to the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh'
deliberately show their contempt towards the Prophet. They are Abdul Madjid Abdullah
and Darul Arqam groups. Abdul Madjid Abdullah spread a teaching stating that the
parents of the prophet Muhammad are in hell, because they did not convert to Islam.
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Even though the subject of that teaching was actually the parents of Muhammad, it is
viewed as scornful to state that the parents of Muhammad are in hell. The 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh argued that this teaching is misleading and contradicts Al-Qur 'an
(17:15

101

and 26:219

102

)

because in fact the parents of the Prophet actually died in the

period of 'jatra', a period of interval with respect to the period separating two Prophets
or two successive messengers. In this context, the period without Prophet is the time
between Jesus and Muhammad. 103

Another teaching that is also regarded as an attempt to show disrespect to the Prophet is
the teaching of Darul Arqam that the Prophet actually had about 3 6 or 37 wives in his
lifetime, although, Darul Arqam emphasized only eleven of them stayed with the
Prophet. This teaching was a particular reference of the practice of polygamy of the
organization.104 To the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh this teaching is baseless and is scornful
to the Prophet Muhammad.

Ahmadiyah Qadyani is a widely spread group which publicly denies that the Prophet
Muhammad is the final Prophet. This view is certainly the result of the group 's major
belief that Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the founder of the group, was actually a Prophet
himself. This belief is clearly contradictory to the main teachings of Islam that
acknowledges Muhammad as the last and final Prophet. Beside Ahmadiyah Qadyani, a

"Who receiveth guidance, receiveth it for his own benefit~who goeth astray doth so to his own loss. No
bearer of burdens can bear the burden of another, nor would We visit with our wrath until we had sent an
apostle (to give wanung)" (Al-Qur 'an 17: 15) .
102 "And thy moven1ents an1ong those who prostrate themselves" (Al-Qur 'an 26:21 9).
103 Encyclopaedia of Islam , New ed. (Leiden: Brill.).
104
Nur, Kahwin Cara A rqam , p. 138.
101
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similar view is also presented by Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad Yusuf. The only
difference is that Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad Yusuf did not claim explicitly that
he was himself a Prophet, but rather implicit by saying that he had received revelation
directly from God and was sent to correct the wrong religion of Muhammad.

The issue of the Mahdi is a perennial one. Three contemporary groups have claimed for
theier leaders be the Mahdi, the Guided One who will come in the End of Time. There is
no fixed reference about the belief on Mahdi within the Sunnis and within the Sm' as,
not only are there controversies over it, but also opposition to the idea. For some subsects in the Sm' as, Mahdi is a specific Imam who, in their tradition, had mysteriously
disappeared and would return at the appropriate event as to lead the Sm' as. While for
some of the Sunnis, the Mahdi refers to a God 's representative in the person of Jesus
(also called al-Masffi al-Maw 'ud) who would also come at the End of Time.

105

The founder of Ahmadiyyah Qadiyani, Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, the leader of _tariqa
Mufarridiyyah, Shaykh Haji Ma' mun Ibnu Y ahya from Tanjungpura, and also the
religious teacher whose teachings are claimed to be the main teachings of Darul Arqam,
Shaykh Ahmad Suhaimy, are the three people who claim to be the Mahdi or the
Promised Messiah (al- Masffi al-Maw 'ud).
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For that claim, the groups were banned by

the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh firstly because they are actually proven to be the false

Gibb and Kramers , eds ., Shorter Encyclopaedia ofIslam , p. 310-313 ., see also Spencer Lavan, The
Ahmadiyah Movement: A Hist01y and Perspective (Delhi: Manohar), p. 2.
106 'Al-Mas Tb al-Maw 'ud' is ' the returning Jesus '. It is believed that Jesus will be sent once again to this
world because his crucifixion was believed to be prevented by a change of resemblance, and he was
believed raised alive by God. See Encyclopaedia of Islam , p. 301-302. , also Lavan, The Ahmadiyah
Movement: A History and Perspective, p. 2.
105
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Mahdfs for all of them have died and nothing has happened. For example, Ahmad
Suhaimy was supposed to appear in 1994, but he did not. Secondly, because the
'Ulama ' Council of Aceh does not believe in the idea of MahdI. Abdullah Ujong Rimba

in particular, the founder of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh, disagreed with this belief and
viewed it as part of the Shi' a teaching, that is baseless and unfounded.107

fu claiming these three people to be the real Mahdis, either they or their followers
argued that they had the popular characteristics of a Mahdi (mentioned m some
Afzadith ). The founder of Darul Arqam group, Ustadh Ashaari, in his claim that Shaykh

Ahmad Suhaimy was a true Mahdi, said that he (Shaykh Suhaimy) had all of the
characteristics of a Mahdi described in a fzadith such as the fact that his name was
Muhammad bin Abdullah, and his mother was also named Aminah, he was an Arab who
was also a descendant of the Prophet through Ali, whose skin was fair, whose nose was
sharp (pointed, fudonesian: mancung), and whose beard was thick.
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Tiris kind of Mahdistic teachings are common and not unpopular in Islam as there are
many others who also claimed themselves as MahdI such as : Mohammad Ibn Tumart
(North Africa), Mohammad Ibn Abdillah (Sudan), and Mirza Ali Mohammad (Iran).
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In fudonesia, there were Kiai Kasan Mukmin (1903) from Samentara village, Sidoarjo

107

Rin1ba, Jlmu Tharikat Dan Hakikat, p. 15-18.
Mohammad Rushdi Yusof, Bahaya Arqam Kepada Ummah Dan Negara (Kubang Kerian, Kota Bharu,
Kelantan : Pustaka Reka, 1991), p. 23 . These descriptions of a Mahd1can also be found in Rirnba, Jlmu
108

Tharikat Dan Hakikat, p. 15 .
109 Iskandar Zulkamain, "Laporan Penelitian Gerakan Ahmadiyah Lahore Indonesia : Study Tentang Pola
Pernikiran Keagamaan, 11 (Jakarta: Proyek Penelitian Keagamaan, 1986).
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East Java, who was one of the khalifahs of Qadiriyya wa an-Naqshabandiyya,

110

and

also Shaykh Imam Y ahya from .tarfqa Mufarridiyah .

110

Bruinessen, Tarekat Naqsyabandiyah Di Indon esia : Survei Historis, Geografis, Dan Sosiologis , p. 29.
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Chapter Three
Structural Features of the Fatawa on Deviant Sects

This chapter will assess the structural features of the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh on deviant sects. It aims to give some background to how methodologically the
fatawa on deviant sects were actually issued, and to see some of the characteristics of

the fatawa on deviant sects that differentiate them from other fatawa of the Council.
Amongst the common features of the fatawa of the 'Ulama Council of Aceh on deviant
sects are: firstly, the misleading doctrines or teachings of some of the groups, that
supposedly were the main reasons for banning them; secondly, the unclear references
and the extensive use of ma0laf,,a mursala (public benefit) as the jurisprudential base in
issuing the fatawa on deviant sects; thirdly, the involvement of the government or other
government agencies in the implementation of the fatawa ; and, finally, the supposed
similarity of some teachings of some of the groups to the teachings of" communism".

I. Missing doctrine

In general, the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh on deviant sects are well
presented because they include the controversial teachings of the deviant groups-although few of them contain detailed information on the groups themselves . However,
there are also two fataHJii that do not mention the teachings of the deviant groups . These
are the fatwa on the Ilman Lubis group , a group that is located and centered in Suk-

Lamatan village Sub-district of South Tepah in Simeulu Island West Aceh, and the
fatwa on the Qur' an Hadits group, a group that originating from South Aceh.

The failure of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh to include the teachings and the doctrines of
the Ilman Lubis and the Qur' an Hadits groups in their fatawa texts is unusual,
particularly because the fatawa on the two groups were actually issued in the annual
Fatwa Commission working sessions, together with other fatawa on other deviant
groups whose (other groups) teachings were included in the fatawa texts. The fatwa on
the Ilman Lubis group was issued in the Fatwa Commission working sessions on 20-24
February 1982, the same time as the fatwa on Abdul Madjid Abdullah was also issued
with all the necessary details of that group ' s main teachings. The fatwa text on banning
the teaching of Ilman Lubis mentioned only that the group held a doctrine(s) that was
(were) contradictory to the theology ('aqzda) of Islam. The decision by the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh to not include the deviant teachings of Ilman Lubis group in the fatwa
text was probably because the details of the deviant teachings of the group were in fact
mentioned and explained in the attachment of the fatwa , based on the report of the
'Ulan1a ' Council of West Aceh. However, unfortunately, the attachment is missing.

Ilman Lubis seems to have been a not very well known group even in Aceh, thus there
has been no additional information relating to the group had been found in any other
public sources such as in some local newspapers.

Further, it is not known what the deviant teachings of the Qur' an Hadits group or
'Jama' ah Islam Iman' ('the Submission and Faith Group ') were, as there is no
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information included in the fatwa text. The fatwa on Qur' an Hadits group was issued on
the Fatwa Commission working session held on 18 - 22 January 1984. Like that of
Ilman Lubis, it was issued together with two other deviant groups' fatawa namely
Ahmadiyyah Qadiyan and Bantaqiyyah. In the fatawa texts on Ahmadiyyah Qadiyan
and Bantaqiyyah, the deviant teachings of the groups were included in great detail.
However, this did not happen in the fatwa text on Qur'an Hadits. The fatwa on Qur'an
Hadits group only stated that the group is deviant and deceptive (sesat-menyesatkan).

In addition to the two fatawa, which did not mention the teachings of the groups in the
fatawa texts at all, there are also two fatawa on two other groups whose controversial

teachings are not clear, although mentioned briefly in the fatawa texts. These two fatawa
are on the ShI'a teachings and on the Ibrahim Bonjol group from Medan.

The fatwa on Shf' a teachings did not mention what teachings or beliefs of Shi' a that
were objected by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh. I think the reason why the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh did not include the controversial teachings of Shi' a in the fatwa text
was because the controversy over ShI'a sect in the view of Ahl al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a is
very clear and quite consistent from place to place. Therefore, the Council probably
concluded that it was unnecessary to explain it in detail in the fatwa text. In regard to the
fatwa on Shi' a sect, a fatHJa on ShI' a from the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council (Maj elis

illama Indonesia) seems to be better in form because it includes the controversial
1

teachings of ShI' a which contradict the teachings of the Ahl al-Sunna wa al-Jama 'a .

1

Majelis U1ama Indonesia. and H. A . Nazri Adlani, Himpunan Fatwa J\lfajelis Ulama Indonesia (Jakarta:

Majelis U1an1a Indonesia, 1997), p. 70.
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The fatwa on the Ibrahim Bonjol group was issued on 11 - 14 February 1985 and only
mentioned that Ibrahim Bonjol held the teachings and practices of _tarfqa SaufiyyaSammaniyya, 2 that

according Martin van Bruinessen is

also

known as _tarfqa

3
Naqshabandiyya-Sammaniyya orders, with the emphasis to the Samrhaniyya. From the

fatwa text, it is not known which of the teachings and practices of ,tanqa Saufiyya-

Sammaniyya, or Naqshabandiyya-Sammaniyya, of Ibrahim Bonjol is contradictory to
Islamic teachings and later objected to by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh. However, as the
fatwa on Ibrahim Bonjol by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh was actually issued to support

the fatwa by the 'Ulama ' Council of North Sumatera on Ibrahim Bonjol (16 July 1984)
to ban the group ' s branch in Middle Aceh, it is probable that the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh agreed on the reasoning by the 'Ulama ' Council of North Sumatera. This perhaps
was the reason why the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh did not explain in detail the teachings
of ,tarzqa Saufiyya-Sammaniyya of Ibrahim Bonjol in its fatwa , for the deviant teachings
of Ibrahim Bonjol were actually detailed in the f atwa by the 'Ulama ' Council of North
Sumatera on Ibrahim Bonjol group . Yet, this act of not explaining the deviant teachings
of a group in the fatwa texts is very unusual, as in other similar cases, such as in the
cases of the fatawa on Darul Arqam, Ahmadiyah Qadiyan, and Abiding Sabang, where
these fatawa were actually issued to support other 'Ulama ' Council's fatcrvva (the

2

Tarzqa Saufiyya is a branch of Naqshabandiyya order fow1ded by Faqih Shaufi, the grand child of

Shaikh Abdul W ahab frmn Rokan (d.1926), the founder ofNaqshabandiyya orders in Swnatera, while
_tarzqa Samm aniyya was founded by Muhammad Ibn ' Abd al-Karim al -Sainman from Medina (d. l 720M).
It spread widely in Swnatera, particularly Aceh, and also in Banten. The first person has been said to have
combined Naqshabandiyyah and Sammaniyya orders was Tuanko Shaikh Mudo Abdul Qadim (likely died
in 1973) frmn Balubus West Swnatera. Abdul Qadim wrote a book, which seemingly has been the main
leanung source for many oft.he Sammaniya-Naqsabandiyah followers , 'Risalah Tsabit al-Qulub 'and was
published in Bukittinggi, 1978, after Abdul Qadi.m passed away. Martin van Bruinessen, Tarekat
Naqsyabandiyah Di Indonesia: Survei Historis, Geografis, Dan Sosiologis , Cet. 1. ed. (Bandung: Mizan,
1992), p . 89, 147-148., and also Aboebakar Atjeh, Tarekat Dalam Tasawwuf, led. (Kelantan: Pustaka
Aman Press, 1979), p. 88.
3 Bruinessen, Tare/wt Naqsyabandiyah Di Indonesia: Survei Historis, Geografis, Dan Sosiologis , p. 147.
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'Ulama ' Council of North Sumatera, the 'Ulama ' Council of Indonesia, and 'Ulama '

Council of S abang, respectively), the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh did mention the deviant
teachings of the groups .

Compared to the Ilman Lubis and the Qur'an Hadits groups, the Ibrahim Bonjol
movement was more popular. From other sources apart from the fatwa text, such as
newspapers, magazines, and in the Malaysian fatwa text on the group (September 1998),
there is information about the group and some of its controversial teachings. It is
possible that some of the doctrines of the group that were objected to by the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh are similar to the objections of many 'ulama ' in Kuala Lumpur and
Selangor (Malaysia). According to the Malaysian fatwa on the group, based on the
group's main learning source: 'Risa/ah Tsabit al-Qulub ', the group held deviant beliefs
including: that the members of the group do not need to implement the Sharz 'a laws ~ that
Al-Qur 'an was merely a book on history; and, that a marriage contract can be performed

without a male relative (waliyy) responsible for a bride and witnesses (saksi-saksi). The
Malaysian fatwa also mentioned some controversial practices of the _tarzqa that are very
likely also objected to by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh such as the ritual of 'mandi
berlin1au ' ( washing with lemon juice) for a new member, the duty to give charity to the
4
teacher, and absolute loyalty to the teacher. Other possible controversial teachings and

practices of Ibrahim Bonjol group are: that it is unlawful for the members of the group to

4

Serenai Aliran Sesat di Malaysia, Fatwa on Ibrahim Bonjol Group, accessible online:

http ://www.isla1n.gov.mv /ppi/Samaniah.htrnl
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pray together with an imam who is not from the group; to eat meat that was not
slaughtered by a members of the groups; and that the hajj is not obligatory. 5

The reminder of the fatawa on deviant sects mention the deviant teachings of the groups,
occasionally with some discussion on why the teachings were contradictory to the
teachings of Sunni Islam. In mentioning the deviant teachings of the groups, the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh frequently direct-quoted from the original sources in their original
structures in the fatawa texts. On this quotation issue, the fatawa texts on deviant
teachings or theological issues by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh seem to be far better in
appearance than the fatawa texts on similar issues by the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council
(MUI) because the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council often translated the teachings of the
deviant groups into its own words.6 The fact that many of the fatawa on deviant sects
were actually issued in the Fatwa Commission's annual working sessions indicates that
some studies, discussion and investigation on the groups were conducted before the
issuance of the fatawa.

II. Unclear references and the use of ma~lafza mursala (public benefit)

This assessment on the methodological perspective of the deviant sects fatawa is based
on the data from the available fatawa texts, not from the papers (makalah-makalah) on
deviant teachings presented by the members of the Fatwa Commission before the f atawa
were issued. They are not available. By using only the available fatawa texts, m a way,
"Ajaran Menyesatkan Susupi Mesjid-Mesjid Di Medan," Waspada, 28 February 1985.
6 See similar deviant sects' Jatawii by the Indonesian 'Ulamii ' Council in Maj elis IBarna Indonesia. and
Adlani, Himpunan Fatwa Maje Lis Ulama Indonesia, p. 70 -85 .

5
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this assessment can lead to an impression to an 'unfairness ' to the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh because the members of Fatwa Commission are committed to the implementation
of the prescribed methodological procedures in issuing fatawa (istinbaf al-bukm)
decided by the Council. Their commitment to the agreed methodological procedures is
mostly shown in their papers (makalah-makalah) discussed in the Fatwa Commission' s
7

working sessions before the issuance of the fatawa rather than in the fatawa texts.

However, as fatawa texts are actually the conclusions of the discussions of the papers,
the decisions that have been agreed on by all the members of the Fatwa Commission,
and, therefore, are the physical form of the fatawa , then the fatawa texts and their
contents will obviously reflect the way the fatawa were issued and how the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh wishes these fatawa to be presented to the Acehnese Muslims.

Apart from referring to Al-Qur 'an and the Abadfth in general, the fatawa on deviant
sects also refer to ma$laba mursala. Ma$lafia mursala (isti$ltib ), or consideration of
public interest, is an unrestricted public interest that is proper and harmonious with the
objectives of the Lawgiver (God). It secures a benefit and prevents harm, and the
Sharz 'a provides no indication to its validity or otherwise. According to al-GhazzalI,
ma$lafia consists of considerations which are harmonious with the objectives (maqti$id)
of Sharf 'a, which include protecting the five ' essential values ' namely religion, life,
intellect, lineage, and property. Any measure which secures these values falls within the

7

This is concluded from some available papers (makalah-makalah) on some other issues apart than the

deviant sects' Jatawii .
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scope of ma!ilafia, and anything which violates them is mafsada (' evil'), and preventing
the latter is also ma$lafia.

8

In the application of ma;ilafia, there are some conditions required particularly designed
to prevent ma;ilafia being used as an instrument of arbitrary desire or individual bias in
defining law. The first condition is that the ma;ilafia must be genuine (fiaqfqiyya) ,
meaning that it reflects the protection of the five 'essential values' mentioned above. A
mere suspicion or speculation that a certain ruling will be beneficial without establishing
the necessary balance between its possible benefit and harm is inadequate. There must
be a reasonable probability that the benefits of enacting a rule in the pursuance of

ma;ilafia is more important than the harm that might occur from it. For example, m
protecting the faith, the prevention of sedition (fitna) and the propagation of heresy are,
therefore, necessary. The second condition is that the ma;ilafia must be general (kulliya)
to the people as a whole and not to a particular individual or group. It is not ma;ilafia if it
secures the interest of a few individuals and ignores the welfare of the people at large.
The last condition is that the ma;ilafia must not be in conflict with a principle or value
9
upheld by Al-Qur 'an, Afiadith, or ijma '. Ma;ilafia is only applicable for issues that are

not specifically authorized by Al-Qur 'an, AJ:iadfth, and ijma '.

The reference to ma;ilafia mursala in the issuance of deviant sects' fatawa by the

'Ulama ' Council of Aceh is not explicitly mentioned in the fatawa texts. However, the
use of ma;ilafia mursala in those fatawa is evident. Ten of fourteen fatawa were issued
8

Moharm11ad Hashim Kamali, Principles of Islamic Jurisprudence , Revised ed. (Cambridge, UK: The

Islamic Texts Society, 1991), p. 267.
9
Ibid. , p. 273-275 .
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particularly to prevent belief ('aqzda) from heresy, to prevent (further) potential conflicts
and controversies among Acehnese Muslims, and also to establish religious harmony.
1bis objective of the issuance of the fatawa banning the groups clearly corresponds with
the character of ma!jlafza which is to secure a benefit, in this context the harmony within
Acehnese community, and to prevent harm, which is the potential conflicts and
controversies in society.

The exercise of ma:;lafza mursala by the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh in banning deviant
sects is valid, because it meets all the conditions required. The ma!jlafza applied by the
Council is genuine (fzaqzqiyya ); it prevents the belief from heresy, in the protection of
religion, prevents potential conflicts among the community, and establishes harmony.
The Council studied the benefit and the harm thoughtfully before banning the deviant
groups through fat,11a issuance. In addition, the ma!jlal:za was intended for the benefits of
Acehnese Muslims at large, and importantly, there has been no specific na!f!f (textual
reference) in Al-Qur 'an, Ab,adith, or ijma' regarding these particular deviant groups.

The extensive use of ma!jlal:za mursala by the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh in these deviant
sects' fatawa is not surprising because the Council acknowledges the theory of ma!flal:za

mursala as one of the jurisprudential sub-theories in the exercise of qiyas. What is
interesting is ' not mentioning' this theory in the fatawa texts as one proof in the issuance
of the fata111a on deviant sects. The use of ma!flal:za mursala by the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh in the exercise of fatawa indicates that ma!jlafza mursala is a useful jurisprudential
theory that is viewed as a more relevant and more applicable theory in modem Islam.
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On the reference to Al-Qur 'an and Afiadith, overall, most of the fatawa on deviant sects
refer to Al-Qur 'an and the Afiadith. However, the exercise of those two main textual
references in the deviant fatawa sects is mostly not followed by the important details of
particular verses of Al-Qur 'an or passages of the Af,iidith in the fatawa texts. Of ten
fatawa that refer to Al-Qur 'an, three of them do not specify the particular parts or verses

of Al-Qur 'an as the legal proofs for their issuance. In addition, not all verses of AlQur 'an --referred in the remaining seven fatawa-- are actually proper proofs for the
fatawa.

The references to Al-Qur 'an in three fatawa, namely on the teaching of

Makrifatullah and Ahmad Arifin, the teaching of Ilman Lubis, and the teaching of Darul
Arqam, not in fact are direct legal proofs on the contradictory teachings of the groups,
but rather a justification that the groups are deviant, and a rationalization of the actions
undertaken by the Council to ban them. For example, Al-Qur'an 41:40 and 61 :7 were
used as legal proofs in banning the teachings of Makrifatullah and Ahmad Arifin. AlQur 'an 41 :40 and 61 :7 mention:

"Those who pervert the Truth in Our Signs are not hidden from Us. Which is
better?- he that is cast into the Fire, or he that comes safe through, on the Day of
Judgment? Do what ye will: verily He seeth (clearly) all that ye do." (41 :40),
"Who doth greater wrong than one who invents falsehood against Allah, even as
he is being invited to Islam? And Allah guides not those who do wrong." (61 :7) .

Both verses in fact refer to a conclusion that Makrifatullah and Ahmad Arifin have
perverted the teachings

of Islam rather than refer to the ma 'rifa teaching of

Makrifatullah and the 'wujudiyya' teaching of Ahmad Arifin. Thus, these verses were
applied as a rationalization of the view of the 'Ulania' Council of Aceh rather than a
legal proof of the deviant teachings of the groups.
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The reference to Al-Qur 'an (9 :58-60) quoted in a fatwa on the Qur' an Hadits group is
actually inappropriate. The verses mentioned in Qur' an Hadits fatwa were actually about
zakat proofs, not about the supposedly theological proofs. There are only three fatawa

out of ten fatawa that have referred to appropriate verses of Al-Qur 'an as the legal
proofs of the issues of the fatawa. They are the fatawa on the teaching of Abdul Madjid
Abdullah, the teaching of Ahmadiyah Qadiyan, and the teaching of Muhammad Ilyas
bin Muhammad Yusuf.

The above pattern of the reference of Al-Qur 'an is also true for the reference to Af,,adith
and other jurisprudential theories such as ijma' and sadd al-dhara 'i. Half of the fatawa
on deviant sects mention Af,adith. However, only two fatawa mention the specific
passages of the Af,,adith, the rest do not specify particular Af,,adith. Out of the two
fatawa, only one quotes relevant and proper Abadith to be the proof of the fatwa (the
fatwa on Ahmadiyah Qadiyan). The other was a justification of what the Council views

of the group rather than a legal proof of the issue in the fatHJa (the fatwa on the teaching
of Ilman Lubis). The exercise of other jurisprudential theories other than ma0laba such
as ijma ', and sadd al-dhara 'i is also not very clear and relatively minimal.

III. Involvement of the government and its agencies

Another common feature of the fatawa of the 'Ulania ' Council of Aceh on deviant sects
is the frequent involvement of the government of Aceh Province (the Governor), and its
agencies

particularly

the

Regional

Police Department

and

the

Regional Public
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Prosecutor. In more than a half of the fatawa on deviant sects, the 'Ulama ' Council of
Aceh requests the assistance of the Government or from the Regional Public Prosecutor
to implement the decisions by the Council on the groups. Tiris involvement of the
government and its other agencies by the Council particularly in the implementation of
its deviant sects' fatawa has changed the main and fundamental character of fat1v1;a itself,
which is characteristically advisory. In this context, fatwa seems not to be different from
decision by an Islamic court that is binding in character. The involvement of the
government and its agencies also suggests that the issue on deviant teachings and sects is
a great concern of the

'Ulama ' Council of Aceh; thus, the assistance from the

government to follow up the fatiiwa is essential. Without a decree (Surat Keputusan)
from the Regional Public Prosecutor or an Instruction from the Governor of Aceh, the
fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh are not enforceable, and without it, it is very

likely that the deviant groups will not obey the fatawa .

The relatively large number of deviant sects found in Aceh has motivated the 'Ulamii '
Council of Aceh and also the Government of Aceh to be more aware of the possibility of
occurrence of deviant sects in the future. Therefore, the issue on deviant sects and
deviant teachings is regulated in the Acehnese Act (Qanun) No 11 /2002 on the
implementation of the Sharz 'a Laws on Beliefs (A qidah), Rituals (Ibadah) , and Islamic
Presentation (Syiar Islam,). One of the main purposes of this Qanun is in fact to maintain
the Islamic beliefs and values from the influence of deviant sects (article 2). The Qanun
mentions that it is the responsibility of every body (Muslims) in Aceh to protect Islamic
beliefs and values from the influence of deviant sects; thus it regulates that it is unlawful
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to endorse deviant teachings in the province, neither it is tolerable (for Muslims) to
commit themselves to reject Islamic beliefs, or to show contempt towards Islam (articles
4 and 5).

Qanun, No 11 /2002, has in fact strengthened and increased the authority of the 'Ulama'
Council of Aceh particularly in regard to deviant sects ' issues . The Qanun mentions in
article 6 that: "Bentuk-bentuk paham atau aliran yang sesat ditetapkan melalui fatwa
MPU ))' which means that the Council now has the ' absolute' power in the determination

of the types and forms of deviant teachings and therefore in the banning the deviant sects
through fatwa issuance.

10

In implementing the fatawa of the 'Ulama Council of Aceh on deviant sects, the Public

Prosecutor of Aceh Province will firstly issue a decree-that obviously will be sent to
the group-- advising that a certain group has been banned and thus is not allowed to
continue its activities in Aceh and must dissolve immediately. If the group ignores this
advice by the Acehnese Public Prosecutor, then he will charge the group with
imprisonment for both the followers and the leader(s) of the group and forcibly dissolve
the organization. By 1991, it is reported that the maximum period of imprisonment for
being a follower of a deviant group was six-years and for being a leader of a deviant
11
group was eight-years imprisonment. The new penalty introduced is a maximum of

Qanun Provinsi Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam Nomor 11 Tahun 2002 Tentang Pelaksanaan Syariat Islam
Bidang Aqidah, Jbadah Dan Syiar Islam .
11 "Kejaksaan Larang Ajaran "Budi Suci'' Di Sabang," T¥aspada, 3 February 1991 . The above charge was
based on the General Atton1ey's Circular No: B-523/C/8/1969 (16 August 1969) on Guidance and
Regulation on the dissolvent of religious/esoteric/sect (Aliran Kepercayaan/Kerohanian/kebathinan dan
Pendukunan), and also the General Atton1ey's Circular No : B-170/D-2/1/1973 (30 February 1973) on the
10
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two years or being twelve times caned in public for promoting or teaching deviant
teachings in Aceh. The new penalty for being a follower of a deviant group has not yet
been decided.12

The new penalty which is a maximum of two years appears to be much lighter, and
perhaps more reasonable, compared to the previous penalty of maximum eight-years for
being a leader of a deviant group. Thus, the penalty of being a follower of a deviant
group is expected to be lighter than the penalty of being a leader of a deviant group.
However, the new alternative penalty, canning twelve times (Hukum Cambuk) in public,
is a type of penalty that has been argued for by many of 'ulama ' of Aceh as effective
and less expensive in the implementation of the Sharf 'a laws, and might appear to be
psychologically more "frightening" than the two-year imprisonment, as Hukum Cambuk
has never been previously applied in Aceh.

There is little information about whether or not this penalty of imprisonment had ever
been applied to some other deviant sects in Aceh beside the Bantaqiyyah group . So far,
it is only B antaqiyyah members that have been reported to have been arrested and
imprisoned by the Acehnese Police (in 1987), but it is not known for how long, because
the group arranged a march in Pidie in May 1987.

13

It seems that Bantaqiyyah is the

most challenging group to be dealt with compared to other groups as it refused to
Banning on religious sect (Aliran Kepercayan). These regulations are likely applicable also in other
. .
~rovmces.
Qanun Provznsz Nanggroe Aceh Darussalam Nomor 11 Tahun 2002 Tentang Pelaksanaan Syariat Islam
Bidang Aqidah, Jbadah Dan Syiar Islam.
13 According to the Chief of Pidie Police, the arrest of some Bantaqiyyah followers was due to political
mission and smne members of the group committed crimes, beside the religious mission,. "Waspada
Terhadap Orang-Orang Berjubah Putih, 11 Waspada, 19 May 1987. By political mission is meant that the
group had been claii11ed to have supported the idea of an independent Aceh (Aceh Merdeka).
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dissolve the

organization

and

stop

the movement peacefully,

even though the

14
involvement of the Government was huge. If this fact is true, then it can be said that

the fatiiwii of the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh on deviant sects, particularly those fatawa
the implementation of which involved the government and its agencies, have been quite
effective and successful in eliminating deviant groups in Aceh.

IV. Reference to "communism"

To the 'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh, "communism" simply appears to be a view that denies
the idea of God. This reflects the fact that the Council and the 'ulamii ' members of the
Council do not lmow anything about communism, its philosophy, and the definition of
historical materialism. What matters for them is that "communism" denies the idea and,
therefore, the existence of God. "Communism" in this context is therefore denial of
God's existence as Prime Mover.

The special reference to " communism" is mentioned in the f atwa on the teaching of
Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad Yusuf and particularly on the fa twa on the
Bantaqiyyah group, although in some local newspapers, the reference to " communism"
is in fact also intended to include deviant sects in Aceh in general.

15

The wujudiyya

teaching of Bantaqiyyah has been repeatedly argued by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh to

"MUI Aceh Nyatakan Aliran Kebat.hinan Muhammad Ilyas Menyesatkan," T,Vaspada , 20 June
1987.,"Ajaran Bantaqiyah Aliran Sesat," Waspada, 19 June 1987., "Tgk Bantaqiah Akan Beri Penjelasan
Pada MUI," Seramb i Indonesia, 30 Decen1ber 1989., "Ulama Aceh Tidak Berbeda Pendapat," Serambi
Indonesia, 1 June 199 1., and"Ali Hasjmy Akan Dialog Dengan Bantaqiah," Serambi Indonesia, 23 May
14

199 1.
"Ada Kegiatan Aliran Kebatinan Menipiskan Iman Umat Beragama/ Waspada, 26 May 1987.
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be similar to the teaching of "communism" as it (the wujudiyya) also denies God
16
through its belief that the essence of the Universe is actually the Essence of God. In the

case of Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad Yusuf, "communism" was referred to because
he believed that God was not the 'Creator' but the 'Created'. This view that ' God is
actually a creation' is regarded by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh as similar to the
teachings of "communism". Interestingly, this reference to "communism" is not found in
the fatawa on other groups that also hold the wujudiyya teachings such as Abidin from
Sabang, or Ahmad Arifin which say that the Universe exists before God.

Tengku Haji Abdullah Ujong Rimba and Prof. Ali Hasjmy, both heads of the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh, were the ones who frequently used the term "communism" in referring
the deviant sects in Aceh particularly to Bantaqiyyah. I think the reference to
"communism" in some of the fatawa of the 'Ulan1a ' council of Aceh on deviant sects in
Aceh is excessive, unnecessary and particularly not properly applied as the teachings of
wujudiyya of Bantaqiyyah and that ' God is created' of Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad

Yusuf did not necessarily deny the existence of God. Besides, communism is actually a
more complex issue than atheism, and it is inappropriate to relate wujudiyya teachings so
simplistically to the teachings of " communism".

It is necessary to bear in mind that "communism" was actually the issue that motivated
the establishment of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh in 1965. It seems that the issue of
"communism" has never disappeared from the minds of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh.

16

Tgk. Haji Abdullah Ujong Rin1ba, Jlmu Tharikat Dan Hakikat (Medan: Percetakan Sederhana, 1975), p.

50.
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The reference to "communism" in some of the fatawa on deviant sects indicates that the
view on communism as an immanent threat remains as the great concern of the 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh up to now. Communism is, however, undefined. What reference there
is seems to be to politics rather than substantial theory.

Although there are inconsistencies of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh in the issuance of the
fatawa on deviant sects particularly the deviant teachings of TI.man Lubis and Qur' an

Hadits groups in the fatawa texts, and the excessive reference to " communism",
however, overall, the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh are well presented and
essentially are very informative as they comprise the deviant teachings of the groups that
were mostly quoted in the fatawa texts in their original structures and forms . The
extensive use of ma$lal:za mursala by the Council in the exercise of deviant sects ' fatawa
apart from the use of the main texts, Al-Qur 'an and A/:zadith, shows the scholarship of
the 'ulama ' members of the Fatwa Commission and their ability to perform their own
ijtihad.

The involvement of the government or other government agencies in the implementation
of the fatawa on deviant sects firstly distinguishes the fatawa on deviant sects from other
fatawa by the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh, and secondly shows the great authority of the

Council. The successful efforts of the Council eliminating the deviant teachings and
sects in Aceh through fatC['vl1a issuance have benefited the Council to attain the ' absolute
power' in the determination of the deviant teachings in Aceh. This, certainly, has
increased the legitimacy of the Council before the government and the society.
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Deviance is a matter of public concem - ma$lal:za , and this always is a matter for state or
institutions of state intervention.
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Conclusion

The establishment of the 'Ulamii' Council of Aceh has significantly increased in the
central role played by the 'ulamii' in modem Aceh (I 965-now). They are now again
becoming important figures in government and politics after being limited to the
religious sphere in l 900s-l 950s. This reappearance of central role of 'ulamii ' in Aceh is
due particularly to the authority delegated by the government to the Council, from the
very beginning of its inception. However, this authority does not necessarily make all
the fatiiwii issued by the Council in favor of the government, although there are a few
fatiiwii which do support some regional government policies such as the fatiiwii on

Communism, Land and Building Taxes, Family Planning, and Nationalism. Most of the
fatiiwii by the Council are religious, and based on the Sharf 'a.

The authority from the government held by the Council, especially after the Council
joined the national Indonesian 'Ulan1ii ' Council in 1975, remains strong. In 2000, the
'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh took the opportunity to transform itself from a government

agency into an independent 'ulamii ' council, this time to regain the trust of the people of
Aceh and therefore to obtain even greater authority and respect from the government.
Now, the Council no longer functions as a government agency, but acts as an equal
counterpart to the government of Aceh and to the Regional Representative Assembly of
Aceh (DPRD). Through the Regional Regulation (Peraturan Daerah) No 3/2000 on the
'Ulamii ' Council of Aceh (Majelis Permusyawatan Ulama Propinsi Daerah Jstimewa
Aceh), the Council is now responsible not only to give fatiiwii on religious matters in the

Province, but also to inform government policies from the Islamic law-point of view, as
well as to help the achievement of a "transparent, clean and Islamic governance of
Aceh" (pemerintahan yangjujur, bersih, berwibawa, dan Islami) .

In regard to the Council's fatawa on deviant sects, the authority held by the Council is

noticeably greater. The success of the Council in identifying many local deviant sects in
the Province has resulted in an increase in the authority of the Council particularly in
determining deviant teachings and deviant sects. The 'absolute power' from the
government to the Council through the Qanun No 11/2002 mirrors the support and
recognition of the government of Aceh as the Council moves towards becoming an
independent 'ulama' organization.

The authority and respect given to the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh from the government
and the people results from the scholarship of the 'ulama ' members of the Council.
Their scholarship is evident through the way the 'ulama ' members of the Fatwa
Commission of the Council exercise the Sharta for fatwa issuance. In the exercise of
Islamic law, the Council has successfully united both the 'traditional ' and 'modem'

'ulama ' of Aceh. This is a considerable achievement.

The Methodology applied by the Council in the exercise of fatawa is an accommodation
of different .fiqh schools that the 'ulama ' members of the Council are associated with.
The Council adopts all the Islamic jurisprudential theories applied by the four SunnI
schools . This accommodation of many jurisprudential theories from the schools is
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intended to manage the differences among the 'ulama ' members of the Council. The
application

of Al-Qur 'an,

Afziidith,

ijma ',

and

qiyas--

and

all

other

detailed

jurisprudential theories in the exercise of qiyas-as the primary sources of the exercise
of fatawa, and to regard the fiqh books as secondary sources, has encouraged the
Council to perform ijtihad rather than taqlzd. Ijtihad is even more applicable than taqtfd
in the cases that the differences among the 'ulama ' members of the Council cannot be
settled by preferring one school or another, such as in the case of fatawa on reciting

"Bismillah}) in prayer.

Data on the fatawa of the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh indicate that many Muslims in Aceh
are mostly concerned with the proper practice of Islam, particularly the performance of
religious duties ( 'ibadat) and the avoidance of offences forbidden by Islam. Asking for a

fatwa (istifta) seems to be a very effective way to meet these religious concerns of
ordinary Muslims.

The educational background of the 'ulama ' is an important factor. Most of the members
of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh received their Islamic education from various Islamic
institutions available within the Province. These include the dayahs, madrasahs, and
higher institutions such as IAIN ar-Raniry in Aceh. Many of them also went to Islamic
institutions outside Aceh such as to Minangkabau (West Sumatera), North Sumatera,
and Java. Some of them even went overseas such as to Mecca, Egypt, and the United
States to obtain more comprehensive Islamic education,
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The fact that most of the deviant groups are local, because they are only found within the
Province, signifies that 'local Islam' is a feature of Aceh. The only difference with Java
is that in Java, 'local Islam' is not particularly banned through fatawa . The implication
of this fact is that the claim that Aceh is the most "religious" province in Indonesia is
fully applicable but debatable. Many of the teachings of the groups are combination of
(false) Sufi teachings and invented teachings of the leader of the groups followed by
esoteric practices (ilmu kebatinan) and martial arts. Some of the practices of the groups,
such as the practice of mandi berli,nau (washing with lemon juice) of Ibrahim Bonjol,
are greatly influenced by Hindu practices.1 This signifies that Islam in Aceh is diverse.

The large number of deviant groups found in Aceh indicates that Sufism, or Islamic
mysticism, is still popular Aceh despite the purification effort by the 'ulama '. The
teachings by the groups may not be regarded as 'Islam' or 'Muslim beliefs ' by the
'Ulama ' Council of Aceh, however, they obviously represent a form of Sufism. Sufism

to the groups appears to be about 'speculation' and ' speculative thought' as to how one
can be close to God. Sufism is, therefore, a tendency torward unwarranted invention.

Interestingly, many of the groups' controversial teachings are partially borrowed from
the teachings of Hamzah Fansuri, particularly the teachings on ma 'rifa and wujudiyya.
Although the ma 'rifa and wujudiyya teachings of the groups are very different from the

1 Husainy

Ismail 1nentions that n1any of cultural events and practices of the Acehnese are greatly
influenced by particularly Indian practices. For example, many Acehnese believe in burong (Indonesian:
kuntilanak) , ghosts of women who died from giving birth, and also meudeuk or syaman (Indonesian:
dukun) , indigenous medical practitioners with esoteric knowledge. Husainy Ismail, Burong, Suatu
Analisis Historis Fenomenologis Dan Hubungannya Dengan Animisme, Dinamisme, Dan Hinduisme
Dalam Masyarakat Islam Aceh (Jakarta: Penerbit Erlangga, 1990).
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teachings of Hamzah Fansuri, and can be said, rather, to take the form of common
pantheistic beliefs, the fact that the groups hold those teachings shows that the
controversial teachings wujudiyya of Hamzah Fansuri has never been fully eliminated in
Aceh. Perhaps, they will never be fully eliminated. It is possible that the rather
pantheistic wujudiyya teaching of some of the groups in contemporary Aceh are actually
the result of the banning of the teaching of wujudiyya in the past. The banning has
consequently limited access to the original sources of the teachings. At the same time the
notion to tasawwuf teaching remains.

It is true on the other hand that the banning on these deviant groups shows that official
Islam in Aceh is very Sharf 'a-minded and therefore normative. The objection to the
deviant teachings of the groups by the Council is because the teachings are contradictory
to the Sharf 'a . The classical issues on the teachings of n1a 'rifa, wujudiyya, and on AlQur 'an are the dominant reasons in banning them, but so also are the abuse of the
Sharf'a such as prayer, marriage, the pilgrimage, and interpretation of Al-Qur 'an.

Another indication that Islam in Aceh is very Sharf 'a-minded is shown by the number of
thefatawa on rituals , what should and should not be done to be good Muslims .

The fatawa on banning the deviant _tarfqas show how Islamic reform continues in Aceh.
The 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh tends not to accept any kind of tasaw.,vuf which is
contradictory to Sharf 'a . The absence of banning of many popular _tarfqas that are still
present in Aceh such as the Qadariyyah wa al-Naqshabandiyya and the Shattariyya
through fatwa issuance in fact raises a question. Why did not the 'Ulama ' Council also
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ban these orders through fatwa issuance? It seems that although on one hand many of the
'ulama ' members agree with Ujong Rimba that _tarzqa as a means to get close to God is

not necessary as one can always be close to God without entering a _tarzqa, on the other
hand, banning these two particular farzqas will cause conflicts between Muslims in
Aceh, and very likely confrontation from the traditional 'ulama ' in Aceh. The 'Ulama '
Council of Aceh acknowledges that the teachings

of _tarzqa

Qadariyya wa al-

N aqshabandiyyah and _tarzqa Shattariyya existing in Aceh are not contradictory to the
Sharza, and banning them will not provide benefits for the people, but harm. This fact

signifies that although the mission of Islamic reform remains strong in Aceh, it is not
performed radically. Islamic reform may be expected to be easier because some Qanuns
regarding Islam and the Shari'a implementation particularly the Qanun No 11/2002 on
the implementation of the Sharz'a on Beliefs (Aqidah), Rituals (Ibadah), and Islamic
Presentation (Syiar Islam), and Qanun No 23/2002 on Education have been regulated in
Aceh.

In general, the fatawa of the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh on deviant sects are well
presented because they include the controversial teachings of the deviant groups,
although, there are two particular fatawa that do not mention the deviant teachings.
Occasionally, the fatawa texts also mention why the teachings of the groups are
contradictory to the teachings of Sunni Islam and why banning the group is necessary. In
mentioning the deviant teachings of the groups, the 'Ulama ' Council of Aceh frequently
directly quotes from the original sources in their original structures in the fatawa texts.
On this quotation issue, the fatawa texts on deviant teachings or theological issues by the
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'Ulama' Council of Aceh seem to be far better in argument than the fatiiwa texts on

similar issues by the Indonesian 'Ulama ' Council (MUI). The Indonesian 'Ulama '
Council often translates the teachings of the deviant groups into its own words, and may
thus distort them.

A large number of fatmtj)a on deviant sects refer to ma$lafza mursala, or consideration of
public interest. Although the exercise of ma$lafza niursala is not explicitly mentioned in
the fatawa texts, however, the indication is evident. Ten of fourteen fatm11a were issued
particularly to prevent belief ('aqzda) from heresy, to prevent (further) potential conflicts
and controversies among Acehnese Muslims, and to establish the religious harmony
among them. This objective of the issuance of the fatiiwa banning the groups clearly
corresponds with the character of nia$lafza which is to secure a benefit, in this context
harmony within the Acehnese community, and to prevent harm, which is the potential
conflicts and controversy within it. The pursuance of nia$lafza niursala in the issuance of
deviant sects fatm11a signifies the scholarship of the 'ula1na ' members of the Council and
their ability to perform their own ijtihad.

Although there are ambiguities in citing the reference of Al-Qur 'an and Afzadith in the
deviant sects' fatmtj)a texts, as many of the references to these two major sources are not
always followed with the important details of particular verses of Al-Qur 'an or passages
of the Afzadith, the 'Ulania ' Council of Aceh is very consistent in the application of the
Islamic jurisprudence agreed. If applicable, Al-Qur 'an and Afzadith always come as the
first two main textual references, then ijma '. Oiyas and other detailed methods that come
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with its application come as the last ground where there is no clear ruling found in the
first three sources.

The involvement of the government of Aceh Province (the governor) and its agencies
particularly the Regional Police Department and the Regional Public Prosecutor is
another common feature of the fatawa of the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh on deviant sects.
This involvement of the government and its other agencies by the Council particularly in
the implementation of its deviant sects' fatawa has changed the main and fundamental
character of fatwa itself, which is characteristically advisory. In this context, fatwa
seems not to be different from decision by an Islamic court that is binding in character.
The assistance from the government to follow up the fatawa is essential.

Without the

government's help, the fatawa of the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh are not enforceable, and
without it, it is very likely that the deviant groups will not obey the fatawa.

The involvement of the government or other government agencies in the implementation
of the fatawa on deviant sects firstly distinguishes the fatawa on deviant sects from other
fatawa by the 'Ulama' Council of Aceh, and secondly again shows the authority of the

Council that is notably increasing by the issuance of Act (Qanun) No 11/2002.

The 'Ulama ' council of Aceh relates some of the deviant sects fatawa , especially the
fatawa on the teaching of Muhammad Ilyas bin Muhammad Yusuf, to " communism".

The unnecessary emphasis on " communism" in the fatawa shows the excessive hatred of
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the Council toward communism. To the Council, any teaching that denies God simply
falls into the category of communism.

This study shows that the practice of giving fatwa in the exercise of Islamic legal
thought is well established in Aceh. Giving fatwa is an effective and popular way in the
establishment of details of Islamic laws for ordinary Muslims. The exercise of fatwa
shows how Islamic law is dynamic and not rigid. It corresponds with time, situation and
need.

The fatawa on deviant sects demonstrate that the natures and characters of fatwa can
change. Not only that fatwa can be issued not upon a request, but importantly, fatwa has
become 'binding'; it is no longer advisory in character. Government's involvement in
the implementation of the fatawa is essential because without state authority, no fatwa is
enforceable. Fatwa is now a state instrument.

The issuance offatiiwa in banning the deviant sects in Aceh has been very effective. For
this success, the authority of the Council is increasing . This authority from the
government is even regulated in the Qanun No 11 /2002 emphasizing that the Council
now holds the absolute power in determining and banning deviant sects in Aceh.
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